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Preface 

This manual describes ALLY release 2.0. 

This manual contains information fo developers on how to use 
ALL Y utilities. ALLY utilities allo you to manage and main
tain your application's AFILEs, data and macro command files. 

This manual contains eight chapters nd three appendixes. 

Chapter 1 gives an overview of the A L Y utilities, introduces 
invocation methods, discusses error m1ssages, and describes the 
utilities' relationship to the Format Fil and the symbol table. 

Chapter 2 describes the AFILE Comp ctor, which optimizes and 
removes unused space from AFILEs. 

Chapter 3 discusses the AFILE Merger, which merges informa
tion from two AFILEs. 

Chapter 4 discusses the AFILE Message Builder, which creates 
library help and error message AFILEs, merges message files 
into your application AFILE, and unloads a message AFILE or 
the messages from the application AFIL~into a portable file. 

Chapter 5 discusses the AFILE Script Writer, which produces a 
text description of application AFILEs. 

Chapter 6 describes the AFILE Migrator, which allows you to 
transport your applications to other operating systems. 

Chapter 7 describes the Data Migrator, which allows you to tran
sport your application's data to other operating systems and 
access methods. 

Chapter 8 describes the Macro Utility, which allows you to tran
sport ALLY command files to other operating systems. 

Appendix A contains a summary of the command lines used to 
invoke ALLY's utilities. 

Appendix B lists the mnemonics for all ALLY commands. 
These mnemonics are used in Macro Utility text files. 
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Preface 

Appendix C contains a table of the ASCII character set with 
decimal, hexidecimal, and octal codes. 

The ALL Y Documentation-What to Read ------ ----- ------ ------- - -----

The following illustration shows you how the ALLY documenta
tion is organized_ 

If you want to develop ALLY applications, we suggest that you 
start by reading the ALLY system's introductory brochure, Intro
ductioll to ALLY_ Then, you can build the application in Building 
(/ Simple Application. 

If you want to install ALLY, you should read the installation 
guide for your system. 

Note that the documentation for the runtime version of ALLY 
includes only the installation guide for your system, ALLY Com
mwzd Reference Manual, and AMU User's Guide. 

Introductory 
reading: 

Introduction 
to ALLY 

(UP-12500) 

Building a 
Simple 

Application 
(UP-12501) 

. Installing 
: 'ALLY: 

Installation 
Guide 

System 
Manager's 

Guide 
(UP-13765) 

If you want ALL Y Designing an Building an ALL Y Managl ng 
information Concepts Application Application Commands Applications 
about: 

Read: 

F002-0814-00 
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Preface 

Conventions 

You should read carefully the description of documentation con
ventions before reading this manual. 

We use the following conventions in this manual: 

Single quotes e ') Identify command names. 

Boldface type (bold) Highlights text you are to enter. Boldface 
is also used within command syntax state
ments. 

Double quotes (" ") 

Brackets «x» 

Square brackets ([]) 

UP-1250B 

Identify text strings within text sections. 
These strings are typically located in 
examples or as part of the prompts that 
ALL Y sends to your display. 

Sometimes the exact content of a text 
string is affected by the traditional rules 
of punctuation. In these cases, we place 
the closing quotation mark at the end of 
the text string. For example, instead of: 

You see the prompt "Macro number:." 

We say: 

You see the prompt "Macro number:". 

Enclose a specific key (x = key) to be 
typed. Angle brackets are used in com
mand syntax and key assignment lines. 
For example: 

< ,> the "comma" key on the 
numeric keypad 

< Return> the "Return" key 
< Do> the "Do" key 
< F18> the "function" key 18 
<2> the "2" on the numeric 

keypad 

Enclose an argument for the command
line invocation of a utility. For example, 
newprint [printer name] [output file]. 

End of Preface 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

The ALLY Utilities 

ALL Y provides seven utilities for managing, maintaining, and 
transporting application AFILEs, data, and macro command files. 
These utilities are the: 

• AFILE Compactor 

• AFILE Merger 

• AFILE Message Builder 

• AFILE Script Writer 

• AFILE Migrator 

• Data Migrator 

• Macro Utility 

This manual describes in detail each of these utilities. ALL Y also 
provides two additional utilities, the Printer Definer and the Ter
minal Definer, that build printer and terminal description files. 
See the System Manager's Guide (UP-13765) for information 
about the Printer Definer and Terminal Definer utilities. 

The following sections discuss characteristics that are common to 
all ALLY utilities: invocation, environment variables, the Format 
File, error messages, and symbol tables. 
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Chapter 1 

Invoking the Utilities 

You can invoke ALLY utilities from the Application Developer's 
Dialog, commonly called the Dialog, or from your operating 
system's command line. The Dialog allows you to invoke the util
ities from its application maintenance hranch. Utilities invoked 
from your operating system's command line accept one or more 
arguments. Appendix A lists these operating system commands 
and their arguments. 

The way you specify arguments can be operating-system depen
dent. "Help" is a reserved word used to get the syntax for invok
ing the utilities from the operating system's command line. Enter 
the command followed by "'help" to display syntax information 
for your operating system. For example, 

acompact help< Return> 

displays the syntax for the script that invokes the AFILE Compac
tor utility. 

You.can also invoke a subset of the utilities from the Application 
Maintenance Utilities (AMU). The AMU is designed to be used 
with the runtime-only version of ALLY. For more information 
about the AMU, see the Application Maintenance Utilities (AMU) 
User's Guide (UP-12506). 

The Format File 

All ALLY utilities use information from the Format File, which 
is part of ALLY, to display text. The Format File also contains a 
pointer to ALLY's error AFILE and the default help number for 
error messages built with the AFILE Message Builder. Each util
ity accesses the Format File section it needs to execute and to pro
d uce messages. 
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Format File 

Execution System 

Host 

F002-0579-01 

Figure 1-1. The Format File and the Utilities 

The first entry in the Format File must point to an error AFILE. 
The error AFILE contains the text strings the utilities need to 
produce warning and error messages. The Format File is essential 
for the utilities to execute. If a utility cannot locate a valid For
mat File, it displays an error message and stops processing. 

If your system manager has correctly set the ALLY environment 
variable, the name of the Format File currently being used is 
already filled in for you on each utility's initial Dialog form, as 
shown in Figure 1-2. Type < Return> to use the Format File 
that is displayed. To use a different Format File, either edit or 
delete the name that is displayed and type the name of the For
mat File that you want to use. If you enter a name that is not a 
valid Format File, you receive an error message that says the For
mat File cannot be opened. 
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Farma.t. File: 

Tex:t file: 

Macro file: 

Canpile a ma.c:ro: 

Decx:Jnpile a ma.c:ro: 

Macro Utility 

{ally}/farma.ts/allyfmt 

Figure 1-2. Format File Name in Dialog Menus 

Another way to use a different Format File is to copy the current 
Format File to another file and then rename the Format File. 
(Copying the Format File preserves the original Format 
File.) The System Manager's Guide (UP-13765) contains a 
detailed discussion of the Format File supplied with ALLY. It 
also tells how to use a different Format File when you invoke the 
utilities from your operating system's command line. 

Error Messages from the Format File 

[f the Format File does not contain a pointer to a valid error file, 
the utilities can still execute and produce some error and warning 
messages. [f an error is not among those in the following list, the 
utilities display only the number of the error. 

The utilities return an error when: 

• a path name to the error file is incomplete 
• a Format File cannot be opened 
• a Format File name is not valid 
• an option is invalid 
• a file cannot be opened 
• a file cannot be located 

The utilities produce a warning message when an error condition 
is not severe enough to prevent processing. 
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Introduction 

The Symbol Table 

When an ALLY application is defined, a symbol table is created 
as an internal part of the application's AFILE. The symbol table 
maintains these parts of an application: 

• AFILE item names 
• AFILE item types 
• AFILE item locations 
• the relationships between AFILE items 

The AFILE Compactor allows you to move the symbol table from 
your application AFILE to an external file. Although moving the 
symbol table to an external file decreases the size of your applica
tion AFILE, it does not affect the use of memory during execu
tion. 

Removing the symbol table from your application AFILE also 
provides a mechanism for security. When the symbol table file is 
renamed or moved from the AFILE's directory, the AFILE can
not be modified with the Dialog, AMU, or utilities. 

You can also use the AFILE Compactor to move an external 
symbol table file back into the AFILE. See Chapter 2 for details 
on moving an external file back into an AFILE. 

The AFILE Compactor, AFILE Message Builder, AFILE 
Merger, and AFILE Migrator utilities allow you to create an 
external symbol table file for the new AFILE that the utility pro
duces. The utilities can access an external symbol table file as 
long as the file has not been moved from the AFILE's directory, 
deleted, or renamed. 

Because the default symbol table file is '"none," which means that 
the AFILE has an internal symbol table, you cannot use '"none" 
or ""NONE" as the name of an external symbol table file. 

Environment Variables 

You can assign parts of your ALLY application to a name that is 
an environment variable in your operating system. ALLY looks 
for the name's value when the application executes. Using an 
environment variable allows you to specify a short variable name 
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instead of a long path name to locate a file, like the Format File. 
Using environment variables can also make your applications 
more portable across operating systems by minimizing changes 
due to syntax differences. 

You can specify environment variable~ for the following parts of 
your application: 

• utility files 
• help and error library AFILEs 
• some data source files (see the developer notes for your 

access methods) 

Two operating system environment variables are supplied with 
ALL Y. One is "'ally." Its value points to the top-level ALLY 
directory. The default Format File and help and error library 
AFILEs use the '"ally" environment variable. The other environ
ment variable, "'allyprinter," can override the default printer 
spooling device or queue name. The environment variable names 
"ally" and "'allyprinter" are reserved, so you cannot change their 
names. 

You can also define your own operating system environment vari
ables for use in your application. You define environment vari
ables with an operating system command before your ALLY 
application executes. 

ALL Y recognizes a name enclosed in braces as an operating sys
tem environment variable, and substitutes its value from the 
environment variable list. Environment variables used as defaults 
appear in braces ({name}) in the Dialog's forms. To specify an 
environment variable that you have defined, enclose the name in 
braces in the field of the appropriate form. 

Figure 1-3 shows the environment variable, '"special," specified 
for the Format File. Because "'special" is enclosed in braces, 
ALL Y knows that it is an operating system environment variable, 
in this case, defined as the path to the Format File. In this exam
ple, ALLY uses the '"special" environment variable to access a 
Format File stored in a directory of files translated to a local 
language. At another time, "'special" might be redefined to point 
to the directory of files translated to a different language. 
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Macro Utility 

Farma.t File: {spec:i.a.l}/a.llyfmt 

Text file: 0 

Macro file: 

Caupil.e a. macro: 

Deca!pile a. macro: 

Introduction 

Figure 1-3. Using an Environment Variable 

Displaying Environment Variables 

Table 1-1 lists the commands used by some operating systems to 
display environment variables. If your system is not listed here, 
see the installation guide for your system. 

Table 1-1. Commands to Display Environment Variables 

Operating System Command 

MS-DOS set 
UNIX Berkeley 4.x printenv 
UNIX System 5 env 

Defining Environment Variables 

Table 1-2 lists the commands for some operating systems to define 
an environment variable. If your system is not listed here, see the 
installation guide for your system. 
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Table 1-2. Commands to Define Environment Variables 

Operating System Command 

MS-DOS set variable = value 
UNIX C-shell setenv variable value 
UNIX Bourne shell variable = value 

export variable 

The MS-DOS "set" command defines a variable for the duration 
of a PC session. If you include the "set variable = value" com
mand in your "autoexec. bat" file, the variable is defined for every 
session. 

UNIX users can place the appropriate command in the" .cshrc" 
(C-shell) file or ".Iogin" (Bourne shell) file in their home direc
tory. 

Summary 

The ALLY utilities allow you to manage AFILEs and transport 
applications. You can run these utilities from the Dialog or from 
your operating system's command line. All utilities require a 
valid Format File to operate. The Dialog menus have the current 
Format File name filled in for you. When you execute the utili
ties from your operating system's command line, the command 
file automatically uses the current Format File. 

End of Chapter 1 
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Chapter 2 
The AFILE Compactor 

Introduction 

The AFILE Compactor utility (Figure 2-1) compacts an AFILE 
and produces a new, condensed AFfLE. The com pac ted AFlLE 
is upgraded to the current version number if the input AFILE is a 
lower version. 

8-----t~, Compacted 
---I.~I AFILE 

Figure 2-1. The AFILE Compactor 

F002-0B21-00 

Changing an AFILE often increases its size by leaving unused 
items in the AFILE. The AFILE Compactor (the Compactor) 
removes unused items and optimizes the arrangement of the 
AFfLE entries in the compacted AFILE by putting related parts 
of an application (e.g., the description of a menu, its text, and its 
choices) on the same or nearby disk blocks. The Compactor 
minimizes the number of AFILE disk blocks that ALLY must 
read as the application executes. 

You can decrease the size of your application's AFILE by using 
the Compactor to move the symbol table to an external file. (If 
you run your application on a PC, the symbol table should be in 
an external file to save space. ) You can also move an external 
symbol table file back into the AFILE with the Compactor utility. 
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Be careful with external symbol table files. If you lose or damage 
an AFILE's external symbol table file, you cannot make modifica
tions to the AFILE. You can control modifications to your appli
cation by renaming or moving an external symbol table file out of 
the AFILE's directory, hecause the AFILE cannot be modified 
without the symbol table file. If you rename the symbol table file, 
you must restore its original name before you can run the AFILE. 
To run an AFILE with an external symbol table in a different 
directory, you must use an operating system command to establish 
a link between the two directories. On UNIX systems you use the 
"link" command and on the PC you use the MS-DOS "set path" 
command. 

You can run the AFILE Compactor at the end of every Dialog 
session, or periodically as desired. However, you do not need to 
compact an AFILE before you execute it. 

Options for the AFILE Compactor 

The AFILE Compactor has three options that are summarized in 
Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1. AFILE Compactor Options 

Option Action 

Delete disjoint items Deletes from the compacted AFILE all 
items that are not referenced by another 
item in the AFILE. 

Suppress statistics Does not produce a list of statistics about 
the compacted AFILE. 

Use virtual maps Uses virtual maps when a system has lim
ited main memory. 
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Delete Dis joint Items 

A disjoint item is an AFILE item that is not referenced by 
another item in the AFILE. For example, a menu that has been 
defined but never pointed to by an AFILE item is a disjoint item. 
By default, every item in the named AFILE (including disjoint 
items) is put into the new, compacted AFILE. 

Often, disjoint items in your AFILE are unused items left from 
previous development sessions. The Compactor does not copy 
disjoint items to the new AFILE it creates if you specify the 
option to delete disjoint items. 

If you use this option and inadvertently delete an item that you 
later need from the AFILE, you can use the Dialog to copy that 
item from the old AFILE to the compacted one. To avoid inad
vertent deletions, delete disjoint items only after an AFILE has 
been tested and is ready to go into production. 

Suppress Statistics 

The Compactor prints, by default, a list of the space occupied by 
elements in the AFILE. 

Figure 2-2 shows an example of the statistics that are displayed on 
your terminal if you do not specify the option to suppress statis
tics. 
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RaIDved Ilf!9UIEIU I r:'\ 
RaIDved newJann ~ 

Sta.t..:isti.cs (storage :in bytes): 
10219 Items 
1776 Back pointers (;;\,2 
ffi83 Symbols .... Cr------\.V 
123:<B Displayed text. 
~ Displayed text. highlighting 
a72HT <llaract:.er strings 
15335 ADL streams 
512 F:irst blcx:k 
71761 Used 

444 Empty f,;\ 
'72aE Tot:a.1. canpacted file size 0 

Figure 2-2. Compactor Statistics 

F002-0867-00 

The statistics reported are mainly of use to your ALLY distributor 
in diagnosing AFILE problems. Some of these statistics are: 

1) A list of disjoint items that have been deleted. 

2) The number of bytes consumed by symbol table informa
tion (symbols). 

3) The number of bytes occupied by the entire AFILE 
(total compacted file size). [f the symbols occupy a large 
percentage of the total AFILE size, you can use the 
Compactor to decrease the AFILE's size by moving the 
symbols to an external symbol table file. 

Use Virtual Maps 

Use virtual maps when your system has limited main memory. 
The Compactor runs more slowly when using virtual maps 
because memory space is preserved at the expense of execution 
time. 
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Invoking the AFILE Compactor 
from the Dialog 

Figure 2-3 shows the location of the Dialog forms and suhforms 
from which you can invoke the AFILE Compactor utility. 

/ 
I 

Main Menu ( ... 
Application 1 
Developer's; 

Dialog L. 

I 
Application i: 
Definition, 1 

: Maintenance, j 
: & Management :. 

I 
; At:Lv Utiilties·~ 

....... "'.' ·v.·_·.· ... •.•.•.• ... · ... ··"~ , 

I 
I 

AFILE 1 
Utilities: 

! Auxiliary: 
! Utilities: 

AFILE 
Compactor 

Utility 

I 

F002-0811-00 

Figure 2-3. Dialog Path to the AFILE Compactor 

Figure 2-4 shows the Dialog form that you use to invoke the 
Compactor. 
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AFII.E Ccmpact.ar Ut.i.li ty 

FClI1IIa.t File: 

Input AFTIE: CD 
Canpact.ed AFTIE: CD 
Canpact.edAFTIEf:\ 
symbol table file: ~ 

{ally}/farnats/allyfmt. (2) 

Canpact.ed AFTIE pasSViCrd: 0 
Display opt.icns? CYM) N 0 

Figure 2-4. Invoking the AFILE Compactor 

1) The name of the current Format File is filled in for you. 
Type < Return> to use this file, or, edit or delete the 
displayed name to use a different Format File. 

Enter the following information in the remaining fields: 

2) The name of the AFILE that you want to compact. 

3) The name of the compacted AFILE produced. This 
name cannot be the same as the AFILE being compacted 
unless your operating system allows multiple versions of 
the same file. 

4) The name of the external symbol table file, if you want 
to create one for the compacted AFILE. Type "none" if 
you do not want an external symbol table file or if you 
want to move an external symbol table file back into the 
input AFILE. 

5) The password assigned to the AFILE you are compact
ing, or < Return> if the AFILE is not password
protected. Characters that you type in this field are not 
displayed. By default, an AFlLE is not password
protected. 
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6) Type < Return> if you do not want to select a Compac
tor option. The cursor moves to the confirmation field. 

Type "Y < Return>" or "X < Return>" to select an 
option. The cursor moves to a subform (Figure 2-5) that 
lists the options. 

Farma.t File: 

Input AFIl.E: 
Opt.icns 

AFIl.E Caopact.at- Ut.i.lity 

{ally}/farmats/allyfmt 

Delete disjoint items 
SJppress st.at.:i.st.i.cs 
Use vUtua.1. maps 

Figure 2-5. AFILE Compactor Options 

Type "Y < Return>" or "X < Return>" in the field for any 
option you want to select. After you enter the information 
required and use the 'exit action' command, the Compactor exe
cutes. While the Compactor runs, the cursor moves to the lower
left corner of the form. After processing is completed, the statis
tics report is displayed. When you issue the 'abort action' com
mand, the cursor moves to the menu titled AFILE Utilities. 

Invoking the AFILE Compactor 
from the Command Line 

The command line to invoke the AFILE Compactor is: 

acompact [input AFILE] [output AFILE] [symbol table file] 
[password] [options] 
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Only the first two arguments are required. The rest of the argu
ments default to: 

• symbol table file = none (an internal symbol table) 
• password = none (not password-protected) 

Here is a description of the arguments: 

input AFILE The name of the AFILE to be compacted. 

output AFILE 

symbol table file 

password 

options 

2-8 

The name of the compacted AFILE pro
duced. This name cannot be the same as the 
AFILE to be compacted unless your operat
ing system allows multiple versions of the 
same file. 

The external symbol table file for the new 
AFILE. Specify "'none" if you do not want 
an external symbol table file or if you want 
to move an external symbol table file back 
into the input AFlLE. 

The password of the AFILE to be com
pacted, or "'none" if the AFILE is not 
password-protected. By default, an AFILE 
is not password-protected. 

If desired, one or more of the options listed 
below. See the "'Options for the AFILE 
Compactor" section for details. 

d delete disjoint items 
s suppress statistics 
v use virtual maps. 
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Invocation Example 

acompact oldsales.a newsales.a none none dv 

This example compacts an AFILE named '"oldsales.a", which 
does not have an external symbol table and is not password
protected. The compacted output file is named "newsales.a". 
The '"d" and '"v" options delete disjoint items and use virtual 
maps. 

AFILE Compactor Error Messages 

The AFILE Compactor produces an error message if it finds: 

• an incorrect number of command line arguments 

• an invalid password 

• file name conflicts 

End of Chapter 2 
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Chapter 3 
The AFILE Merger 

Introduction 

The AFILE Merger allows you to merge information from a mas
ter AFILE and a second AFILE (Figure 3-1) The information is 
either merged into the existing master AFILE or written to a new 
AFILE. You can use the AFILE Merger to add new information 
to an application or to join two separate applications. 

AFILE #1 
(master) 

Merged 
AFILE 

Figure 3-1. The AFILE Merger 

Compacted 
Merged 
AFILE 

F002-0B22-00 

The Merger allows you to designate which of two AFILEs is to be 
merged into the other. You will often use the Merger to add to a 
master AFILE from a second AFILE that is undergoing simul
taneous development. By default, an item from the second 
AFILE always takes precedence when identically named items 
exist in both AFILEs. You can change this by selecting an option 
that gives the master AFILE precedence in any item-name con
flicts. 
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By default, the Compactor automatically compacts AFILEs that 
the Merger creates. You can select an option to suppress 
automatic compaction. The Merger calls the Compactor before 
merging if one of the AFILEs has an internal symbol table and 
the other has an external symbol table file. You cannot suppress 
this special Compactor invocation. 

How the AFILE Merger Works 

The Merger utility has five steps: 

3-2 

1) The Merger copies the master AFILE into the new, 
merged AFILE. This step is not done when you specify 
""none" as the name of the merged AFILE because you 
are merging the second AFILE into the master AFILE. 

2) The Merger compares the global information items (not 
item names) in each AFILE. The Merger displays an 
error message if there are differences between global 
information items. Each global information item that 
does not exist in the new AFlLE is copied from the 
second AFILE. This part of the merge operation contin
ues until all global information items in each AFILE 
have been compared. 

3) The Merger copies the AFILE items from the second 
AFILE to the master. During this phase, the Merger 
merges into the new AFILE each item from the second 
AFILE. 

4) The Integrity Reporter verifies all of the actions in the 
new AFILE. A diagnostic message is displayed if an 
error is found. 

5) In this optional step, the Compactor utility compacts the 
new AFILE. You can choose to have the Compactor: 

• give you statistics for the new AFILE 

• remove disjoint items from the new AFILE 
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Options for the AFILE Merger 

Table 3-1 lists the seven options that are available for the AFILE 
Merger. 

Table 3-1. AFILE Merger Options 

Option 

Delete disjoint items 
with the AFILE 
Compactor 

Suppress statistics 
from the AFILE 
Compactor 

Suppress compaction 
of merged AFILE 

Suppress entry point 
merge 

Suppress global vari
able and list merge 

Resolve conflicts with 
item from the master 
AFILE 

Use virtual maps 

UP-12S0B 

Action 

Deletes AFILE items not invoked by an 
item in the new AFILE. 

Does not produce Compactor statistics. 

Does not compact the new AFILE. 

Does not copy entry points from the 
second AFILE to the new AFILE. 

Does not copy global variables from the 
second AFILE to the new AFILE. 

Copies an item from the master AFILE 
when there is a name conflict. 

Uses virtual maps when your system has 
limited main memory. 
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Invoking the AF:=ILE Merger 
from the Dialog 

Figure 3-2 shows the location of the Dialog forms and subforms 
from which you can invoke the AFILE Merger utility. 

Main Menu 
Application 
Developer's 

Dialog 

I 
Application 
Definition, 

Maintenance, 
. & Management 

I 
ALLY Utilities 

I 
1 .......... 

AFILE Auxiliary 
Utilities Utilities. 

I 
), 

I 

AFILE I-

Merger 
Utility 

F002-0813-00 

Figure 3-2. Dialog Path to the AFILE Merger 

Figure 3-3 shows the Dialog form that you use to invoke the 
AFILE Merger. 
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Fanoa.t File: 

Master- AFII..E: 
Master- AFII..E pasSWCId: 

AFII..E Mer-ger Ut.:ili.ty 

{ally}/farmats/allyf'mt 

°0 
Secaxi AFII..E: 0 
Secaxi AFII..E pasSWCId: 0 
Merged AFII..E: 0 
Merged AFII..E pasSWCId: 0 
Merged AFII..E symbol table file: 0 
Display opt:.:i.ans? CXhO N CD 

Figure 3-3. Invoking the AFILE Merger 

1) The current Format File name is filled in for you. Type 
< Return> to use this file, or, edit or delete the 
displayed name to use a different Format File. 

Enter the following information in the remaining fields: 

2) The name of the master AFILE for the merge operation. 

3) The password for the master AFILE or < Return> if the 
AFILE is not password-protected. Characters that you 
type in this field are not displayed. By default, an 
AFILE is not password-proteded. 

4) The name of the second AFILE for the merge operation. 

5) The password for the second AFILE or < Return> if the 
AFILE is not password-protected. Characters that you 
type in this field are not displayed. By default, an 
AFILE is not password-protected. 

6) The name of the AFILE to be created by the merge 
operation. Type < Return> to merge the second AFILE 
into the master AFILE instead of creating an output file. 
This name cannot be the same as the second AFILE or 
the same as the master AFILE unless your operating sys
tem allows multiple versions of the same file. 
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7) The password for the new, composite AFILE or 
< Return> if you do not want to assign a password to 
the new AFILE. Characters that you type in this field 
are not displayed. By default, an AFILE is not 
password-protected. 

8) The name of the external symbol table file if you want to 
create one for the composite AFILE. If you do not want 
an external symbol table file, type < Return>. 

9) Type < Return> if you do not want to select an option. 
The cursor moves to the confirmation field. 

Type "Y<Return>" or "X<Return>" if you want to 
select an option. The cursor moves to a subform Figure 
3-4) that lists the options. 

Format. FiJ.e: 

AFII.E M:!rger Utility 

{ally}/fcmoat/allyfmt 

Delete disjo:ints fran caopact.ed AFII.E 
SJppress: 

<bDpactar sta.t.i..st..i.cs 
Merged AFII.E CXIDp8Ct.icn 
Fntry-paint merge 
Gl.cba.l variable and. list merge 

Resolve ccnflicts with item fran master AFII.E: 
Use v1rbJa.l maps: 

Figure 3-4. AFILE Merger Options 

Type ""Y<Return>" or "X<Return>" next to any option you 
want to select. After you enter the information and use the "exit 
action' command, the Merger executes. The cursor moves to the 
lower-left corner of the form while the Merger runs. After pro
cessing is completed, the statistics report is displayed. When you 
issue the "abort action' command, the cursor moves to the menu 
titled AFILE Utilities. 
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from the Command Line 

The AFILE Merger 

The command line for invoking the AFILE Merger is: 

amerge [master AFILE] [master AFILE password] [second 
AFILE] [second AFILE password] [output AFILE] [output 
AFILE password] [symbol table file] [options] 

The operating-system command file for this utility automatically 
uses the current Format File. 

On the command line, you must specify for the arguments: 

master AFILE The name of the master AFILE (to 
merge into). 

master AFILE password The password for the master AFILE. 
The default password is "none," which 
means that the AFILE is not 
password-protected. 

second AFILE The name of the second AFILE from 
which to take items. 

second AFILE password The password for the second AFILE, 
or "none" if the AFILE is not 
password-protected. 

output AFILE The name of the new AFILE to be 
created from the master and second 
AFILEs. Specify "none" to merge the 
second AFILE into the master 
AFILE. This name cannot be the 
same as the second AFILE or the 
same as the master AFILE unless your 
operating system allows multiple ver
sions of the same file. 

symbol table file The name of the external symbol table 
file for the composite AFILE. Specify 
"none" if you do not want an external 
symbol table file. 
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output AFILE password The password for the AFILE to be 
created, or "none" if the AFILE is not 
password-protected. 

options If desired, one or more of the follow
ing: 

Invocation Example 

c suppress compaction of the new 
AFILE 

d delete disjoint items 

e suppress entry point merge 

g suppress global variable and list 
merge 

m resolve conflicts with item from 
master AFILE 

s suppress statistics from the AFlLE 
Compactor 

v use virtual maps. 

amerge big.a look small.a none both.a locked none dvm 

This example merges a master AFILE named ""big. a" with 
another AFlLE, named ""small.a". The composite output file is 
an AFILE named ""both. a" . The master AFILE (big.a) is pro
tected with the password ""look". The output AFILE (both.a) 
does not have an external symbol table file but is to be protected 
with the password ""locked". The ""d," ""v," and ""m" options are 
specified to delete disjoint items, use virtual maps, and resolve 
conflicts with master AFILE items. 
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AFILE Merger Error Messages 

The AFILE Merger produces an error message if you: 

• specify an invalid password for either input AFILE. 

• specify the name of the new external symbol table file that 
is the same as the external symbol table file of the master 
or second AFILE. 

• try to merge an AFILE into a master AFILE with a lower 
version number. (The AFILE Merger does not produce an 
error if you merge into a new output AFILE.) 

The Merger can report that there are integrity errors. You can 
read these integrity error messages by invoking 'start task 2' and 
selecting choice 2, "AFILE item information." Then select the 
item for producing integrity reports on the entire AFILE. 

End of Chapter 3 
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Chapter 4 
The AFILE Message Builder 

Introduction 

The AFILE Message Builder allows you to: 

• create library AFILEs for help and error messages 
• merge a message file into your application AFILE or an 

existing library AFILE 
• unload a message AFILE, or the messages from an applica-

tion AFILE, into an ASCII text file 

If your application is very large, you may want to store the text of 
help and error messages in library AFILEs to keep the application 
AFILE as small as possible. 

Figure 4-1 shows the basic operation of the Message Builder. 

UP-1250B 

Message 
Text File 

Symbol Table 

Figure 4-1. The AFILE Message Builder 

F002-0820-00 
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The Message Builder uses an ASCII text file to build a message 
AFILE. This text file can contain help, legend, or error messages 
that can be edited with the ALLY Text Editor (or any standard 
editor), or formatted with a text formatter. This text file also 
contains special strings. called directives, that control highlighting 
and signal to the Message Builder the beginning and end of each 
message. Message Builder directives are defined in the Format 
File. 

Building a Message Text File 

Text files for the Message Builder contain messages, each of 
which must be surrounded with directives that specify the message 
type and start and end of the message. These message type direc
tives begin and end with a dollar sign ($) and are listed in Table 
4-1. Each directive (except the continuation symbol and the 
highlighting directives) must start in column one of a new line. 
The first characters after the "start" directives ("$e$," "$h$," 
and "'$1$") must be a number assigned as the error, help, or 
legend number for this part of the application when it was built 
with the Dialog. 

When you build an error or help AFILE for your application, you 
can include two special directives that signify the path and file 
name to additional error and help AFILEs. If you do not include 
these directives, your message AFILE will get default paths to 
ALLY's general help and error AFILEs. Refer to the Dialog 
User's Guide (UP-12505) for information on how to establish 
pointers in your application AFILE to application help and error 
AFLLEs. 

The Message Builder requires the message text file to be in a spe
cial format. Figure 4-2 shows part of a sample help message file. 
After the example, the labeled parts that illustrate the rules for 
Message Builder text files are explained. 
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(0 
CD 
0) 
CD 

o 

$efn$ {a.lly}/afiles/errars/errars. e 
$hfn$ {a.lly} /afiles/ c::x:mnen/ C'C1IIIIen. h 

$h$ 12) 13) 140 150 160 170 \ 0 
100 100 ax> 
$help$ ~ 

Help far Main Merru 

The AFILE Message Builder 

The choices en this menu a.llow you to define 
this applic:at.:i.en' s menus, farms/reparts, taskB, 
am procedural languages. You can specify the 
dat,a- and applic:at.:i.en-re.la.t.ed infarma.t.i.en. Ya..t 
can also access the farm that a.llows you to 
execute this applic:at.:i.en, am the help message 
about the Dialog am its help facility. 

M 

Figure 4-2. Sample Message Text File 

In the sample message text file shown above: 

1) The directive ($efn$) gives the path and file name of an 
error AFILE. When ALLY is shipped, the path and file 
name for the error AFILE is as shown for UNIX sys
tems. 

2) The directive ($hfn$) gives the path and file name of a 
help AFILE. When ALLY is shipped, the path and file 
name for the help AFILE is as shown. 

3) The directive ($h$) signals the beginning of the message 
and must be followed by one or more numbers. The 
number immediately following the ""$h$" is the help 
number assigned to this part of the application when it 
was built. You can assign any number between 1 and 
4999 to help messages. (You can assign any number 
between 1 and 8191 to error messages.) The help 
number can be assigned to a call packet, a form/report 
field, a menu, or menu choice. 
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The optional numbers that follow (followed by any 
separator, including <Space» are the numbers of any 
other items that also use this help message. For exam
ple, you can use the same help message for several fields 
in a form. A message attached to many different fieldl\ 
must have all its help numbers specified on the fir~t line, 
unless a continuation character (\) is present at the end 
of the first line. Do not specify duplicate message 
numbers. 

4) The optional continuation character (\) continues the 
message numbers on the next line. If you do not use a 
continuation character in the first line, numbers on any 
line after the first are treated as part of the message text. 
Continued lines can have a maximum of 512 characters. 

5) The optional directive ($help$) signals that there is a 
second-level help message (here numbered 9(0) associ
ated with this help message. When a user types 'help' 
from the first-level help message, the text of the second
level message appears. If you do not have a second-level 
help message, you do not need this directive line in your 
help message text list. 

6) The message text for the specified message number can 
be any length and is displayed in the coordinates you 
designate for help and error messages. The text is 
displayed exactly as it is entered in the input text file, 
except that the directives and control characters (other 
than "tab" and "newline") are removed. 

7) The directive ($*$) signals the end of a message. 

It is a good idea to limit the length of all lines to eighty characters 
to eliminate difficulty when: 

• working with text editors that have an eighty-column length 
limitation 

• transporting message files to different operating systems 

If your lines exceed eighty columns, you can use the option to 
wrap output text when unloading the message AFILE if you need 
to transport it to a different computer or use a text editor with an 
eighty-column length limitation. 
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Table 4-1. Message Type Directives 

Directive 

$h$ 
$1$ 
$e$ 
$s$ 
\ 
$help$ 
$*$ 

Purpose 

Start of help message 
Start of legend message 
Start of error message 
Start of embedded string definition 
Line continuation character 
Optional second level help message 
End of each message 

Highlight and Line-Draw Directives 

There are Message Builder directives that turn highlighting on or 
off. You can choose to highlight any part of a message with: 

• underlining 
• reverse video 
• blinking 
• altered intensity 
• any combination of the above 

The Message Builder translates the highlighting so that it is not 
carried into margins and indentations when the highlighted string 
spans lines. 

A text file can contain the highlight and line-draw directives 
shown in Table 4-2. Highlight and line-draw directives begin and 
end with a percent sign (%). Highlighting is used most often to 
set off blocks of text. Line-draw directives begin and end with 
""%ld+" and ""%ld-," respectively. Line-draw characters are use
ful for drawing borders around text areas. Text areas can be 
highlighted, but line-draw characters cannot share the same space 
with text. 
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Table 4-2. Highlight and Line-Draw Directives 

Directive Purpose 

'it: highlight delimiter that surrounds 
all highlighting directives 

110+ none 
ul + underlining starts 
ul- underl"ining stops 

hi + half intensity starts 
hi- half intensity stops 

rv + reverse video starts 
rv- reverse video stops 

bl + blinking starts 
bl- blinking stops 

cu + cursor box 
no- return to background highlighting 
Id + line drawing on 
Id- line drawing off 
A upper-left corner 
B upper-right corner 
C lower-left corner 
o lower-right corner 
E left T bar 
T upper T bar 
G right T bar 
H bottom T bar 
I horizontal line 
J vertical line 
K crossing line 

Each highlight and line-draw directive must be surrounded by the 
percent sign (%). The percent sign character is not reserved and 
therefore can also be used in the message text. Each area of 
line-draw directives must begin with "%Id +" and end with 
"%Id-." If you have turned line drawing on, any character that is 
not a line-draw directive turns off line drawing. 

Figure 4-3 shows sample message text with highlight and line
draw directives. 
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80 
%ld+%A!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII18 
J%ld~ %ld+%J CD 
J%ld~ 0 0 ~+%J 
J%ld~ %ld+%J 
J%ld~ ~p far Ma.in ~~ %ld+%J 
J%ld~ The choices an tlri.s merru allOll'l' you to define %ld+%J 
J%ld~ tlri.s applicat.ian' s menus, fanns/reparts, tasks, %ld+%J 
J%ld~ and procedural languages. You can specify the %ld+%J 
J%ld~ data- and applicat.ian--rela.ted infarma.tian. You %ld+%J 
J%ld~ can also access the farm that allows you to %ld+%J 
J%ld~ execute tlri.s applicat.ian, and the help message %ld+%J 
J%ld~ about the Dialog and its help facility. ~d+%J 

J%ld~ 0 %ld+%J 
J%ld~ %ld+%J 

~ CIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~d~ ~ 
M @ 

Figure 4-3. Text With Highlight and Line-Draw Directives 

1) The directive (o/r:.ld+%) turns on the line-draw characters 
that are to surround the message. 

2) The directive (A) specifies an upper-left corner line-draw 
character. 

3) The directive (I) specifies a horizontal line-draw charac
ter. 

4) The directive (8) specifies an upper-right corner line
draw character. 

5) The directive (J) specifies a vertical line-draw character. 

6) The directive (%rv+ %) turns on reverse video highlight
ing in the message title. 

7) The directive (%rv-%) turns off reverse video highlight
ing in the message title. 

S) The directive (C) specifies a lower-left corner line-draw 
character. 

9) The directive (D) specifies a lower-right corner line-draw 
character. 
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10) The directive (%Id-%) turns off line drawing. 

11) The directive ($*$) signals the end of the message and 
turns off all highlighting and line-drawing. 

Message Text Highlighting 

Always specify highlighting directives within the hounds of a mes
sage, because they apply only to the message that they surround. 
Thus, each message should have its own highlighting directives. 

Some display terminal~ require a space before and after a 
highlighted string. Therefore, if you huild an ALLY application 
for these terminals, do not hegin or end highlighting hetween two 
characters or at the beginning or end of a line (columns one and 
eighty on a standard display). If you do, the character at the 
heginning or the end of the line on the user's display is lost. 

With the exception of terminals that require a space around 
highlighted strings, highlighting directives in the stored message 
text do not depend on terminal type. 

Highlighted Cursor Block 

You can use cursor highlighting to highlight a cursor block in a 
message in applications for terminals that do not require a space 
to turn highlighting on or off. ALLY includes cursor highlighting 
so that you can mark a cursor position in help message examples. 
A cursor block within message text cannot be highlighted in appli
cations for terminals that require a space to turn highlighting on 
and off. 
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Background Highlighting 

A legend, error message, or help message can have background 
video highlighting that covers the entire message area from horder 
to horder. The Message Builder allows you to specify a comhina
tion of highlighting styles for hackground video when you are 
loading, merging, or unloading message files. The hackground 
highlighting styles are: 

• underline 
• altered intensity 
• reverse video 
• hlink 

You can specify more than one directive for a single text area. 
Any message can be loaded with a hackground highlighting style 
without directives in the text hy selecting the appropriate option 
when you invoke the Message Builder. The hackground is not 
highlighted unless you include hackground highlighting directives 
in the text or select the corresponding option when you invoke the 
Message Builder. 

Options for the AFILE Message Builder 

Tahle 4-3 describes the six AFILE Message Builder options. 

Table 4-3. AFILE Message Builder Options 

Option Action 

Create AFILE from text file Load the text file into a new mes
sage AFILE, external to your appli
cation. 

Merge into existing AFILE Merge the message text file into an 
existing lihrary AFILE or an appli
cation AFILE. If a message 
number is already in the AFILE, 
the new message text replaces the 
old one. 
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Option 

Unload AFILE to text file 

Unload messages as help 

Wrap lines in the text file 

Background highlighting 
styles 

The Unload Option 

Action 

Write the contents of a message 
AFILE or the messages from a reg
ular application AFILE to an 
ASCII text file. By default, all 
messages are unloaded as error 
messages in the $e$ format. 

Unload all the messages as help 
messages in the $h$ format. This 
option can be used only in combina
tion with the unload option. 

Insert a continuation character in 
column eighty of any line that 
exceeds eighty characters. This 
option can be used only in combina
tion with the unload option. 

Highlight the background of the 
entire message with any combina
tion of: 

underline 
altered intensity 
reverse video 
blink. 

The unload option writes the contents of a message AFILE or the 
messages from a regular appl ication AFILE to an ASCII text file. 
Unloading has no effect on the AFILE. The messages are 
unloaded as error messages in the $e$ format, unless you also 
specify the option to unload messages as help messages. 
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The unload option is typically used to produce a text file that con
tains messages, help messages, legends, and embedded strings that 
were created with the Dialog. Another use is to produce an 
"unwrapped" version of a file with "wrapped" text. It should 
only be necessary to unload once. Thereafter, you can more 
easily maintain text outside of an AFILE, using the Message 
Bui Ider to reload as necessary. 

Background Highlight Options 

Specify a background highlighting option for the unload option 
only when the AFILE was loaded with the same background 
highlighting options. A warning is displayed when the AFILE 
was not loaded with the same background. 

Any background highlighting option specified for the unload 
operation is ignored when the AFILE messages do not have back
ground video. 

When the background highlighting option specified on unload is 
different from the background highlighting in the AFILE, the out
put text will have excessive highlighting directives. 

Invoking the Message Builder 
from the Dialog 

Figure 4-4 shows the location of the Dialog forms and subforms 
that you use to invoke the AFILE Message Builder utility. 
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Main Menu 
Application 
Developer's 

Dialog 

I 
Application 
Definition, 

Maintenance, 
. & Management: 

I 
...... 

ALLY Utilities 
... 

I 
1 .......... .... ....... 

AFILE: ; Auxiliary ~ 
Utilities: : Utilities: 

...... 

J, 
I 

AFILE Message 
Builder 
Utility 

F002-0581-0 1 

Figure 4-4. Dialog Path to the AFILE Message Builder 

Figure 4-5 shows the form that you use to invoke the Message 
Builder. 
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AFllE M:!Bsage fuilder Utility 

Format File: {ally}/farnats/allyImt 8 
AFllE to create, merge into, 0 
or unload: 

AFllE pass'MlI'<i: CD 
AFllE symbol table file: 0 
Di.aJ..og AFllE: {ally}/afiles/di.alog.a 0 
Text file to read or create: 0 

Figure 4-5. Invoking the AFILE Message Builder 

1) The current Format File name is filled in for you. Type 
<Return> to use this file, or, edit or delete the 
displayed name to use a different Format File. 

The remaining fields require the following information: 

2) The name of the AFILE that is to be created, merged 
into, or unloaded. 

3) The password for the AFILE. Type <Return> if you 
are not assigning a password to a new AFlLE, or if an 
existing AFlLE is not password-protected. Characters 
that you type in this field are not displayed. By default, 
an AFlLE is not password-protected. 

4) The name of the symbol table file, if the AFILE has 
one. If this AFlLE does not have an external symbol 
table file, type < Return> . 

5) The name of the Dialog AFILE that you used to build 
your application. The current Dialog AFlLE is already 
filled in. Type < Return> to use this AFILE, or edit or 
delete the displayed name to use a different Dialog 
AFlLE. 
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6) The name of the file that contains your message list. (If 
you store legends in a file separate from help messages, 
you need to invoke the Message Builder from your 
operating system's command line to include both files at 
once.) After you complete this form, a subform appears 
that lists the Message Builder options (Figure 4-6) 

AFII.E Message Brlldet- Ut.i.lity 

Options 
Create AFII.E fran t:ert. file 
Merge into erlst.ing AFII.E 
Unload AFII.E to t:ert. file 

Wrap t:ert. in outpIt file 
Write messages in help-message farma.t 

Background highlighting: 
underline 
altered intensity 
reverse video 
blink 

Figure 4-6. Message Builder Options 

Type "X<Return>" or "Y<Return>" after any option that you 
want to select. You must choose one of the options from the first 
group, that is, you must choose either to create, merge, or unload 
a file. Each succeeding "X" or "Y" causes the previous one to 
disappear because you can make only one choice among these 
three. 

After you enter the information required and use the "exit action' 
command, the Message Builder executes. The cursor moves to 
the lower-left corner of the form while the Message Builder runs. 
After processing is completed, the cursor moves to the menu titled 
AFILE Utilities. 
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Invoking the Message Builder 
from the Command Line 

The operating-system command file for this utility automatically 
uses the current Format File. 

The command line to invoke the Message Builder from your 
operating system is: 

newmsg [AFILE] [options] [text file(s)] [password] [symbol 
table file] [trunk AFILE] 

You are required to specify the name of the message AFILE, at 
least one option, and the name of the text file. The rest of the 
arguments default to: 

• password = none (not password-protected) 
• symbol table = none (an internal symbol table) 
• trunk AFILE = the Dialog AFILE currently being used 

On the command line, you must specify for the arguments: 

AFILE The name of the AFILE to create, merge 
into, or unload. 

options One of the following three options: 

load text file(s) to create a new message 
AFILE 

m merge text file(s) into an existing AFILE 

u unload messages from an AFILE into a 
text file, defaulting message type to 
""error. " 

[f desired, any of the options listed below. 
See the '''Options for the AFILE Message 
Builder" section for details. 

b background highlighting, blink 
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text file(s) 

symbol table file 

password 

trunk AFILE 

4-16 

h when combined with the "u" option, all 
messages default to "help" type 

background highlighting, altered inten
sity 

n background highlighting, underline 

v background highlighting, reverse video 

w wrap text in the output file, rather than 
formatting lines to exceed eighty 
columns. You can use this option only 
in conjunction with the "u" option to 
unload an AFILE. 

The name of the text file(s) to load, or single 
text file to create on unload. On some sys
tems, you may need to put the names within 
double quotes separated by blanks, as "file 1 
file2 file3." To display syntax information for 
your system, type the command file name, 
followed by "help" (e.g., "newmsg 
help< Return> "). 

"none" or the name of the external symbol 
table file for the AFILE. 

The password for the AFILE. Type "none" 
if you are not assigning a password to a new 
AFILE, or if an existing AFILE is not 
password-protected. By default, an AFILE is 
not password-protected. 

When you are creating a message AFILE, 
the name of the Dialog AFILE that you use 
to create AFILEs. 
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Invocation Example 

newmsg message.a uhv message.txt locked 

This example unloads a message AFILE (message.a) into a text 
file named "message. txt." The "u," ""h," and "v" options specify 
that the Message Builder is to: 

• unload the message AFILE 

• put the messages in the help format ($h$) 

• use reverse video background highlighting 

The "message.a" AFILE is protected with the password 
"locked." Note that because the remaining arguments are omit
ted, the default values for the symbol table file (none) and trunk 
AFILE (the current Dialog AFILE) are used. 

AFILE Message Builder Error Messages 

The AFILE Message Builder produces an error message when it 
finds: 

• that the "c," "m," or "u" option has not been selected to 
either create, merge, or unload a file 

• an invalid password 

• a non-numeric character in the error message's number 
field 

• messages with duplicate numbers 

• legend messages that are larger than the display area 
defined for them 

• that you are trying to merge text into an AFILE with a 
lower version number 

End of Chapter 4 
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Chapter 5 
The AFILE Script Writer 

Introduction 

The Script Writer produces text descriptions of ALLY application 
AFILEs. The input to the Script Writer utility is an AFILE and 
the output is an ASCII text file that describes the AFILE. There 
are options to select how much information you want the Script 
Writer report to contain. 

The Script Writer allows you to have a paper backup of your 
application and aids maintenance and enhancements by providing 
reference material for your application. 

Figure 5-1 illustrates the relationship of the Script Writer utility to 
its input and the output it produces. 

[ AFILE ) 

Brief 
Text 

/ 

Description 
~ 

Detailed 
Text • Description 

AFILE 
Ich aracteristics 

Tables 

F002-0264-02 

Figure 5-1. The AFILE Script Writer 
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Script Writer Reports 

The Script Writer can produce three types of reports: a brief 
report, a detailed report, and a list of tables that shows the 
characteristics of the AFILE's items. 

In a Script Writer report, AFILE items are grouped by item type 
and are listed in alphabetical order. Developer comments are 
written to the script file as the item's first descriptive entry. Con
trol characters in the AFILE text are written to the output file in 
the form "\xxx", where '"\xxx"' is the octal number for the charac
ter. Script Writer reports overwrite any existing files with the 
same name. 

The Brief Script Writer Report 

The brief Script Writer report shows an AFILE's structure and 
flow of control. The following items are described by a brief 
Script Writer report. 

Table 5-1. Brief Report Items 

Tasks 
Action lists 
Menus 
Forms/reports 
Data Source Definitions 
ADL (ALLY Development Language) procedures 
Parameter packets 

Figure 5-2 shows a sample brief report. 
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fDUPI' WRTIER RER:Rf IF AFTIE: mkt. a. 8 
Sc:rlpt Write c:rea.ted on : 11/18/ 1007 14:56:48 r::,{i) 
Fanoa.t File Used : Version 1.5 f:'\ 0 
.AFllE Used : Version 9 ~ 

TAS<(S) 

CD 0 0 
0 MAl1U'AS< (task) 

Task Act.:i.on: CAlL ~on (act.ion list) 

1 main...JDenu3_task (task) 
Task Act.:i.on: CAlL ma.i.n...JDerru (menu) 

2 ma.in...JDemLtask (task) 
Task Act.:i.on: CAlL MAIN..J,flU (menu) 

3 merD.l2-task (task) 
Task Act.:i.on: CAlL ma.UuDerru2 (menu) 

ACITCN LISr(S) 

(act.ion list) 

Act.:i.on 1: CAI.I.J:M) ~ (cx:muand) 
Act.:i.on 2: CAlL cx:ntact....JlctesJClI1Il.PKI' (FIR packet) 
Act.:i.!=Kl 3: CAI.I.J:M) REEIlE'IDN (cx:muand) 

continued 
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l.eU(S) 

Developer Qmnent: "This is an opt.:iana.l field and is displayed CD 
anly if the application builder has entered a cxmnent in the 
appropri.a.te Dialog field. 

17 M.A.IN..J,flU 6nenu) 

1. Ehter Prospect Information 

2. Ehter notes fran ccmpany cx:ntact 

3. Ehter Reference Information (ttnS'iS) 

4. Create weekly sta.tus report 

Ehter choice: 

7. Previous Menu 8. Next menu 9. Exit 

F002-0868-00 

Figure 5-2. Sample Script Writer Brief Report 

The Script Writer description lists: 

1) The name of the AFILE being described. 

2) The date the Script Writer report was produced. 

3) The Format File's version number. 

4) The AFILE's version number. 

5) A unique reference number that can be used to locate 
and identify each item in the script file. 

6) An AFILE item's name. 

7) An AFILE item's type (menu, form/report, etc.). 

8) Any comments about an item that the developer wrote 
with the Dialog. 
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9) A description of each feature of an item. For example, a 
menu description shows the menu image, and a 
form/report description lists each group, followed hy the 
structure of the group and its fields. 

The Detailed Script Writer Report 

An application developer can use the detailed Script Writer report 
as a dehugging aid. A detailed report can descrihe a single 
AFILE item, all items of a specific item type, or the entire 
AFILE. A detailed report gives all information availahle for the 
items descrihed. 

AFILE items are listed alphahetically unless the entire AFILE is 
heing described. If the report is of the entire AFILE, the items 
are listed in the order shown in Table 5-2. Thus, form/report 
fields and groups can he interspersed, hut are identified hy 
appropriate lahels. 

Table 5-2. Detailed Report Items 

Tasks 
Action Lists 
Menus 
Forms/reports 

Packets 
Groups 
Fields 
Text 
Conditional next fields 
Validation 
Legends 
Conditional LOVs 

Data Source Definitions 
File-dependent information 
Fields 
Keys 
Foreign key links 

ADL procedures 
External programs 
Security information * 
Number formats 
N urn ber character sets 
Date format structure 
Emhedded Strings 
Parameter packets 

* When the security option is specified 
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The items listed in Table 5-3 are also written to the script file 
when you specify the option to report global information. 

Table 5-3. Global Information Items 

Help file information 
Error file information 
Library AFILE description 
Logon "et (the access methods used) 
Date picture symbols 
Character set 
Command-to-key assignments 
Global variables 

The detailed report. shown in Figure 5-3, contains all of the infor
mation shown for the brief report and several lines of additional 
information. 
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fDUPI' WRTIER REFIRf (F.AF.IIE: sample. a 

Script Write crea.ted on : 11/18/ 19)7 14:Ei6:4B 
Fcxma.t File Used : Version 1.5 
.AF.IIE Used : Version 9 

5 f:FEC~ main group 
Farm/Repart CJ.JIRJr Order: 

'IX (before dovm. text) 
~JU]L (data source group) 

ffiOJ...,NME (data source field) 
ffiOJ..1Ud (variable field) 

<lIUlA1E (data source field) 
<l.IUUi (data source field) 

Farm/Repart CJ.JIRJr Order: 
<lIUlA1E (data source field) 
<l.IUUi (data source field) 
~JU]L (data source group) 

ffiOJ...,NME (data source field) 
ffiOJ..1Ud (variable field) 

Group ooard:ina.tes: (1,1) to (2A,OO) 
Page Opt.i.als Set: 

- Display on first page 
Farma.t Optians Set: 

- Indivisible 
- Left just.i:fy in w:i.ndow 
- Right just.i:fy in w:i.ndow 

Figure 5-3. Sample Script Writer Detailed Report 

Script Writer Directory Listing 

At the end of both the brief and det~lIfed Script Writer reports is 
an alphabetical directory that lists each processed item's name and 
type. A reference number precedes each directory entry to help 
you locate the item in the report and the directory. A directory 
listing is not generated when you specify the option to describe a 
single item. 

Figure 5-4 shows a portion of a sample Script Writer directory 
output. The reference numbers are listed under the" 10" column 
heading. 
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DIRECItRY of itans 

II> l'IH.LNME 

o MAnl.J'AS{. 

7 aoployeeJcmn. aoployee 
(FIR field) 

8 aoployeeJcmn.h:ire...s:ia.te 
(FIR field) 

9 aoployeeJcmn.narne 
(FIR field) 

10 aoployeeJcmn. salary 
(FIR field) 

11 aoployeeJcmn. san 
(FIR field) 

Figure 5-4. Sample Script Writer Directory Output 

Script Writer Reports of ADL Procedures 

The Script Writer prints the text of all ADL procedures in an 
AFILE, as shown in Figure 5-5. 

VAR 
l!Dde : M.MER GUEAL; 

IB:;IN 

l!Dde := 1; 
END; 

Figure 5-5. Script Writer Description of an ADL Procedure 
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In Figure 5-5, 

1) is the AFILE item's unique reference number 

2) is a label that identifies the item as an ADL procedure 

3) is the item's name 

4) is the body, or text, of the ADL procedure 

AFILE Characteristics Tables 

When you produce a detailed report, you can also create a file 
that contains a series of tables showing the characteristics of cer
tain AFILE items. Table 5-4 shows the items for which you can 
generate characteristics tables. In addition, for forms/reports, and 
their groups and fields, the tables show before- and after-events. 

The name of the file that contains the characteristics tables is 
created by appending an extension of ". tab" to the file name of 
the detailed report. Do not specify an extension when you name 
the file for the detailed report when you produce characteristics 
tables, becau~e some systems allow only one file name extension. 

Table 5-4. Items in Characteristics Tables 

Tasks 
Menus 
Form/report packets 
Form/report groups 
Form/report text 
Form/report fields 
Data Source Definitions 
Data source fields 

The AFILE characteristics tables are particularly useful when you 
create a Script Writer report of either a single item or of all items 
of a specific type. If you choose to produce characteristics tables 
with a detailed report of the entire AFILE, the Script Writer 
takes a considerable amount of time to process and produces a 
large output file. 
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Sample characteristics tables are shown in Example 5-1. 

Example 5-1. Tables of AFILE Characteristics 

fDUPI' WRl1ER REHRr IF AFllE: test. a 
SUomazy Opt.:ians File 

Farma.t File Used : Versien 1.5 

Task(s) Opt.:ians SUomazy: 

Opt.:ians 
~---D~_ 

I_*~-I-I_*~_*~-I 0 MAlJ{JAS{ 

I-I-I_*~-I-I-I 1 TAS<..JWO 

A - No toggle :in 
B - No toggle out 
C - No key out 
D - No w.indcw keys 
E - Beep en start.up 
F - Entry point 

Menu(s) Opt.:ians SUomazy: 

A - Numeric merDJ. 

B - F\mct:ien key merDJ. 

C - ClIrsar:- roam. merDJ. 

D - Letter merDJ. 

E - Ward merDJ. 

F - Ream highlighting 
G - Case sensitive 
H - Mi.nima.l ma.tch 
I - .Jump a.1.loolved 
J - Pa.tlls allCJllllBd 
K - Mixed start en roam. 
L - Ar:raw highlighting 

5-10 

continued 
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Fc:mD/Repart. Packet(s) Options Smmazy: 

Opt.ians 
~----D-----E.........~ 

1_*-'-'-'-'-'_*-'-'-' 7 rnE'A'IE....NEW...PKf 
1_*-'-'-'-'-'_*-'-'-' 33 TIXlI.J'KI' 

A - Do :not. cx.mn:it an exit 
B - Defer update 
C - Next. field generates new reccrd 
D - Previous field generates new reccrd 
E - EXit an any keystroke 
F - I..oc:a.1. funct.:ian act.:ian Url.ti.ally active 
G - O:muit an cp:!cies 
H - Qumy c:x:umand not allowed 

FIR Packet(s) Event Smmazy: 

A - Befare-event 
B - Aft.e:r-event 
C - Befare-query event 
D - Aft.er-qJe.Iy event 
E - Befme-cuuni.t event 
F - After-a::mo:it event 

UP-1250B 

3 INV~...wr...PKf 
4 INV...,SfATIE...wr...PKf 
5 I1JV..1dAINT...PKf 
6 ~Jl]ISTANDm:t..IKf 

7 ffilNf~ 
8 ffilNf....f'fD)...,SI'A'IUS...PKf 
9 PRD...,SfATIE...wr...PKf 
10 R.a.JNR]f....FtBlPKf 

continued 
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Far:m/Repart. ~~: 

Far:m/Repart. Main Group(s) Options 9.mm:try": 

Loca.tian Options 
--....A........_C--D_ 
1-'-'_1-' 21 ~JUlL.....FEF{Rf 

A - St:art. line rela.t.i. ve to group end ccx:rrdina.t.e 
B - St:art. column relative to group end ccx:rrdina.t.e 
C - End line rela.t.i. ve to group end ccx:rrdina.t.e 
D - End column rela.t.i. ve to group end ccx:rrdina.t.e 

Page Options 
-.A..........l3~--D---.F _ 
1_*-'-'-'-'-' 21 ~~ 

A - Display an f:irst. page 
B - Display an middle pages 
C - Display an last page 
D - St:art. new page an f:irst. page 
E - St:art. new page an middle pages 
F - St:art. new page an last page 

Format. options 
--....A........_C--D---.F _ 
1_1_*-'_*-'_*-'-' 21 ~JUlL.....FEF{Rf 

A - O::Jopressible 
B - Indivisible 
C - Left just.ify in window 
D - Right just.ify in w.i..ndow 
E - Top just.ify lines 
F - Bottcm just.ify lines 
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Options for the AFILE Script Writer 

The options for Script Writer reports are described in Table 5-5. 

Table 5-5. AFILE Script Writer Options 

Option 

Create a brief Script 
Writer report 

Create a detailed 
Script Writer report 

Create tables showing 
the characteristics of 
the AFILE items 

Describe security in 
output file 

Describe global infor
mation 

Describe a single item 

UP-1250B 

Action 

Gives a concise description of items in the 
AFILE. You cannot specify any other 
options when you produce a brief report. 

Gives a comprehensive description of 
items in the AFILE. 

Creates a file that contains tables of the 
AFfLE characteristics, in addition to pro
ducing a detailed report. 

fncludes a list of AFILE items that are 
protected by a password. By default, the 
Script Writer does not list protected 
AFfLE items. You can use this option 
only when you create a detailed report. 

Includes a description of the global infor
mation contained in the first block (512 
bytes) of an AFILE and those items that 
the first block points to. You can use this 
option only when you create a detailed 
report. 

Describes the item that you name on the 
subform that is displayed when you 
choose this option. This option can be 
used for any item type listed in Table 5-6. 
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Option 

Describe all items of 
one type 

Action 

Describes all items of a single type in a 
detailed report. You name the item type 
in the subform that is displayed when you 
choose this option. This option can be 
used for any item listed in Table 5-6. 

Table 5-6. Item Types for Script Writer 

5-14 

TASK 
ACTION_LIST 
MENU 
FORM/REPORT 
FORM/REPORT _PKT 
DATA_SOURCE 
ADL_PROCEDURE 
EXTERNAL_LINK 
P ARAMETER_PKT 
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Invoking the AFILE Script Writer 
from the Dialog 

Figure 5-6 shows the location of the Dialog forms and subforms 
you use to invoke the AFILE Script Writer utility. 

I 

I 

Main Menu , .... 

Application ~ 
Developer's: 

Dialog l ... 

I 
:~ Application ~ 
:: Definition, : 
; Maintenance, ; 
'; & Management ~ 

I 

I 
I 

AFILEi 
• Util~ies; 

~ Auxiliary: 

AFILE Script 
Writer 
Utility 

I 

J Utilities 1 
': .1_.~." 

F002-0812-00 

Figure 5-6. Dialog Path to the AFILE Script Writer 

Figure 5-7 shows the Dialog form that you use to invoke the 
Script Writer. 
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AFllE Script Writer Ut.:i..lity 

Farma.t File: 

Input AFllE: CD 
AFllE passwcrd: 0 
Out:prt text file: 0 

{ally}/farma.ta/ally£mt. (2) 

Display options? (yM N CD 

Figure 5-7. Invoking the AFILE Script Writer 

1) The name of the current Format File is filled in for you. 
Type < Return> to use this file, or, edit or delete the 
displayed name to use a different Format File. 

The remaining fields require the following information: 

2) The name of the AFILE that you want to describe. 

3) The password assigned to the AFILE you want the Script 
Writer to process or < Return> if the AFILE is not 
password-protected. Characters that you type in this 
field are not displayed. By default, the AFILE is not 
password-protected. 

4) The name of the text file that the Script Writer is to pro
duce. Do not specify an extension if you are planning to 
also create characteristics tables. 

5) The default value of ""N" is displayed, which bypasses 
the subform that displays Script Writer options. The 
Script Writer produces a brief report if you type 
<Return>. 

5-16 

When you enter "Y<Return>" or "X<Return>," a 
subform (Figure 5-8) appears that lists the options for 
Script Writer reports. 
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Format File: 

Input .AFllE: 

0pt.iauJ 

.AFllE Script Writer Ut.ili.ty 

{ally}/farmats/ally£mt. 

Create a. brief repcx-t:! X 
Create a. detailed report 

Include security :infarma.t.i.cn 
Include globaJ.. :infarma.t.i.cn 
Create tables of c:haracterist.ics 
Describe a. single itEm 
Describe all itans of one type 

Figure 5-8. AFILE Script Writer Options 

An "X" is displayed in the option field for creating a brief report. 
If you do not want a brief report, type < Return> to move to the 
next field, and type "X < Return>" to select the option for creat
ing a detailed report. (The "X" disappears from the field for 
creating a brief report.) You cannot select any other options 
when you produce a brief report. If you are producing a detailed 
report, type "Y < Return>" or "X < Return>" after any other 
option that ·you want. 

If you choose either the option to describe a single item or the 
option to describe all items of one type, the cursor moves to a 
subform on which you name the item or the item type. 

After you enter the information required and use the "exit action' 
command, the Script Writer executes. The cursor moves to the 
lower-left corner of the form while the Script Writer runs. After 
processing is completed, the cursor moves to the menu titled 
AFILE Utilities. 
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Invoking the AFILE Script Writer 
from the Command Line 

The operating-system command file for this utility automatically 
uses the current Format File. 

The command line to invoke the Script Writer is shown below. 

ascript [input AFILE] [output text file] [password] [options] 

The arguments are positional and all are required. 

On the command line, you must specify for the arguments: 

input AFILE The name of the AFILE to be described. 

output text file The name of the file to contain the Script 
Writer report. If this file exists, it is deleted 
and replaced with a new description file. 

password The password of the AFILE to be described. If 
the AFILE is not password-protected, specify 
"'none" for this argument. 

options One of the following four options: 

5-1B 

b create a brief Script Writer report. You 
cannot specify any other options when you 
produce a brief report. 

c describe all items of a single type (followed 
by an item type listed in Table 5-6). A 
detailed report is produced. 

d create a detailed Script Writer report. 

f describe only one item from an AFILE 
(followed by the name of the item exactly 
as it appears in the application). This 
option can be used for any item type listed 
in Table 5-6. 

If desired, any of the options listed below. 
See the "'Options for the AFILE Script 
Writer" section for details. 
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g describe the global items contained in the 
first block of the AFILE in a detailed 
report. Use this option in conjunction with 
the ""d" option. 

s include security items in a detailed report. 
Use this option in conjunction with the ""d" 
option. 

t create a file that contains the summary 
tables of the AFILE characteristics, in addi
tion to producing a detailed report. The 
file name is whatever you specified as the 
name of the detailed report. The file exten
sion is "". tab" . Because some systems allow 
only one file name extension, do not specify 
an extension in the output file argument 
when you plan to use this option. 

Invocation Example 

ascript sales.a salestxt secure dgst 

This example produces a detailed Script Writer report (salestxt) 
on the entire AFILE named ""sales.a," which is protected with the 
password "secure." The ""d," ""g," ""s," and ""t" options: 

• create a detailed reP,9rt ; 

• describe global items 

• describe security items 

• create a file named ""salestxt. tab" that contains summary 
tables of the AFILE characteristics. 
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AFILE Script Writer Error Messages 

The Script Writer produces an error message if you: 

• do not specify an input file 

• do not specify any option 

• specify more than one of the following options: "b," "c," 
"d," or "f" 

• have an invalid item type for the "c" option 

• have an invalid symbol table 

• have an unusable Format File 

• have a file name conflict (e.g., the output and input files 
have the same name) 

• have an output file that cannot be opened 

• have an invalid password 

• specify a file name extension for the output file when you 
also specify the option to create characteristics tables 

If you get an error message about an "ALLY internal error" 
detected, there is something wrong with the AFILE you are using 
as input to the Script Writer. Contact your system manager or 
ALL Y support representative for help. 

End of Chapter 5 
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Chapter 6 
The AFILE Migrator 

Introduction 

The AFILE Migrator utility allows you to transport a copy of 
your AFILE to a different computer or operating system. 

The AFILE Migrator performs two operations: 

Text writing Writes a hexadecimal text file from an AFILE on 
the source computer system. 

The AFILE Migrator translates (unloads) a copy 
of an AFILE on the source computer system to a 
text file without computer dependencies. The 
text output file that the AFILE Migrator pro
duces contains hexadecimal codes and is useful 
only for transporting; that is, it is not readable 
ASCII output. 

Text reading Reads a hexadecimal text file to reconstruct an 
AFILE on the target computer system. 

After the hexadecimal output file is transported 
to another computer, you use the AFILE Migra
tor on the target computer system to reconstruct 
from the transported file an AFILE with com
puter dependencies appropriate for the target 
computer system. 

The AFILE Migrator's basic operation is shown in Figure 6-1. 
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File 
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Figure 6-1. The AFILE Migrator 

Invoking the AFILE Migrator 
from the Dialog 

Figure 6-2 shows the location of the Dialog forms and subforms 
that you use to invoke the AFILE Migrator utility. 
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Figure 6-2. Dialog Path to the AFILE Migrator 

Figure 6-3 shows the form that you use to convert a copy of an 
AFfLE to a transportable file or to reconstruct an AFILE from a 
transported file. 
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Farmat File: 

AFIlE: CD 

AFIlE Migrat.ar l1t.ility 

{ally}/farma.ts/allyfmt (2) 

Transpartable file: CD 0 
Carnrert copy of AFIlE to transpartable file: (;\ 

AFIlE paBsvvarn: \.V(;;\. 
Use virtual :maps: ~ 

R.ec:onstruct. AFIlE frcm transpartable file: 0 
Symbol table file: MNE 0 

Figure 6-3. Invoking the AFILE Migrator 

1) The name of the current Format File is filled in for you. 
Type < Return> to use this file, or, edit or delete the 
displayed name to use a different Format File. 

Enter the following information: 

2) The name of the AFILE that you want to convert 
(unload) or reconstruct (load). 

3) The name of the transportable file that you want to 
create or from which the AFILE is to be reconstructed. 

If you want to convert a copy of an AFILE to a transportable file, 
enter the following information: 

4) Type" Y < Return>" or .. X < Return>" in the "Convert 
copy of AFILE to transportable file" field. 

5) The password for the AFILE or < Return> if the 
AFlLE is not password-protected. 

Characters that you type into this field are not displayed. 
By default, an AFILE is not password-protected. 

6) Type ··Y<Return>" or "X<Return>" if you want the 
AFlLE Migrator to use virtual maps. You need this 
option when the machine has a limited amount of 
memory. 
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Type < Return> if you do not want the AFILE Migrator 
to use virtual maps. 

If you want to reconstruct an AFILE from a transportable file, 
enter the following information: 

7) Type "Y<Reiurn>" or "X<Return>" in the "Recon
struct AFILE from transportable file" field. 

8) The name of the external symbol table file for the 
AFILE or < Return> if the AFILE does not have an 
external symbol table file. 

After you enter the information required and use the 'exit action' 
command, the AFILE Migrator executes. The cursor moves to 
the lower-left corner of the form while the AFILE Migrator runs. 
After processing is completed, the cursor moves to the menu titled 
AFILE Utilities. 

Invoking the AFILE Migrator 
from the Command Line 

The operating-system command file for this utility automatically 
uses the current Format File. 

Converting an AFILE to a Transportable File 

The command line to invoke the AFlLE Migrator to convert a 
copy of an AFILE to a transportable file is: 

amigrate [input file] [output file] [password] [wi [v] 
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All arguments except the the last one are required. On the com
mand line you must specify for the arguments: 

input file The name of the AFILE that is to be converted 
(unloaded) to a transportable file. 

output file The name of the transportable file that the AFILE 
Migrator is to write. 

password 

w 

v 

The AFILE's password, or "none" if the AFILE is 
not password-protected. By default, an AFILE is 
not password-protected. 

To write a transportable file, that is, to convert an 
AFILE to a transportable file. 

The following is optional: 

If you want the AFILE Migrator to use virtual 
maps. You should use this option when your 
machine has a limited amount of memory. 

Invocation Example: From an AFILE to a Transportable File 

amigrate employee.a employee.t personnel wv 

This example converts a copy of an AFILE named "employee.a," 
to a transportable file (employee.t). The "employee.a" AFILE is 
protected by the password "personnel." The "w" indicates that 
the AFILE Migrator is to unload "employee. a" and the "v" 
option specifies that virtual maps are to be used to preserve 
memory space. 
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Reconstructing an AFILE 

The command line to invoke the AFILE Migrator to reconstruct 
an AFILE is: 

amigrate [input file] [output file] [symbol table file] [r] 

All of the arguments are required. On the command line you 
must specify for the arguments: 

input file The name of a transportable file that the 
AFILE Migrator has previously created. 

output file The name of the AFILE that the AFILE 
Migrator is to reconstruct. 

symbol table file The name of the external symbol table file to 
create for the AFILE or "none" if you do 
not want an external symbol table. 

r To reconstruct an AFILE from a transported 
file. 

Invocation Example: Reconstructing an AFILE 

amigrate employee.t employee.a symtable r 

~ 

This example reconstructs an AFILE (employee.a) from a tran-
sported file (employee.t). The "employee. a" AFILE is to have 
an external symbol table file named "symtable." The "r" indi
cates that the AFILE Migrator is to reconstruct an AFILE from 
""employee. t". 
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AFILE Migrator Error Messages 

The AFILE Migrator produces an error message if it finds: 

• an invalid AFILE item type 

• an incorrect password 

End of Chapter 6 
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Chapter 7 
The Data Migrator 

Introduction 

The Data Migrator utility (Figure 7-1) allows you to transport a 
copy of your data to a different access method, or, to a different 
computer or operating system. 

The Data Migrator performs these operations: 

Text writing Describes an application's data in a text file that 
can be transported to another system. 

Text reading Reconstructs the data from a transported text 
description file, and puts the data into a dataset, 
file, or table in the database. 

UP-12S0B 
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Figure 7-1. The Data Migrator Utility 
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The Text Writing Operation 

The Data Migrator uses a Base Data Source Definition (Base 
DSD) in an AFILE to produce a text file that describes the data 
in an ALLY-supported file, table, or dataset. Figure 7-2 shows 
an example of the text data description file that the Data Migrator 
produces. The parts of a Data Migrator writing operation are 
labeled and explained in the paragraphs that follow the example. 

Data. Referenced by Base Definition: employee (2) 
There are 4 fields in each recard t:::'\ 
<lIAR C5) om: <lIAR C5) WEER <FIX. 7.2) 0 
The fol.lowing is a script write of tile actual data : (";;'\ 
(8) : Jane Doe (19) :01/CE/1978 00:00:00 (9) :177439456 (5):2ACXX) 0 
(8) :Jalm Doe (19) :00/00/1984 00:00:00 (9):07'7349I34 (5) :18XX) 

(1.2) : Joe Johnson (19) :04/01/1003 00:00:00 (9):1Z34S6789 (5) :21CXX> 0 
Figure 7-2. Sample Text Description of Data from a DSD 

The Data Migrator description contains: 

1) A header indicating the source of the data (the Base 
DSD name). 

2) The number of fields in a record and the attributes of 
each field. 

3) A number within parentheses that precedes each field 
value and tells the Data Migrator the number of charac
ters to read in at a time. 

4) The text description of the data. 

The format of this text file is independent of the access method 
used to store the data. Each record from the dataset, file, or 
table is printed as a continuous stream of characters with a delim
iter between the fields, spanning multiple lines as needed. A line 
containing a newline character is used to separate the records. 
All of the text strings and delimiters used for output are specified 
in the Format File. Any control sequence that is found in charac
ter data is represented by its octal sequence, preceded by a 
backslash (\). 
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The Text Reading Operation 

The Data Migrator allows you to use the information from the 
Base DSD description to insert or append data records to a 
dataset, file, or table. The Data Migrator processes the text file 
to: 

• create a new data file if it does not already exist 

• append new records to an existing data file, if it is fixed 
sequential in the same record format 

• insert new records to an existing data file, if the access 
method supports data insertion 

The Data Migrator checks that the number of fields and their data 
types match. But because it does not check any other access
method dependencies, the Data Migrator cannot tell you whether 
the output dataset, file, or table is valid. 

For a fixed sequential data file, the output file has the name that 
is specified in the access-method dependent structures of the Base 
DSD. If the record format differs from an existing data file, the 
resultant output file may be unusable. 

Invoking the Data Migrator 
from the Dialog 

Figure 7-3 shows the location of the Dialog forms and subforms 
that you use to invoke the Data Migrator utility. 
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Main Menu, 
Application : 
Developer's 

Dialog 

I 
Application 
Definition, 

Maintenance, : 

.' & Management: 

I 
AFILE 1 

Utilities \ 

I 
, ALLY Lit~iiti~~ : 

I 

I 

(Auxiiiaryl 
l Utilities.\ 

Data Migrator 
Utility 

I 
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Figure 7-3. Dialog Path to the Data Migrator Utility 

Figure 7-4 shows the Dialog form that you use to invoke the Data 
Migrator. 
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Data. Migrator Ut.iJ.i.ty 

Fmmat. File: {ally}/fmmats/allyfmt G) 
AFIIE cx:nta.in:ing the IB>: 0 
AFIIE passv«mi: 0 
IB> name: 0 
Tex:t file name: 0 
Recxnstruct. data fran tzanspart:.ed U!Jct file: 0 
Create tz-anspartable data U!Jct file: 0 

Figure 7-4. Invoking the Data Migrator 

1) The name of the current Format File is filled in for you. 
Type < Return> to use this file, or, edit or delete the 
displayed name to use a different Format File. 

Enter the following information in the remaining fields: 

2) The name of the AFILE that contains the DSD for the 
data you are migrating. 

3) The password for the AFILE that contains the DSD. 
Type < Return> if the AFILE is not password
protected. 

Characters that you type into this field are not displayed. 
By default, an AFILE is not password-protected. 

4) The name of the DSD for the data you are migrating. 

5) The name of the text file that the Data Migrator is to 
create or reconstruct. 

6) Type ··Y<Return>" or ··X<Return>" if you want to 
reconstruct the AFILE's data from the transported text 
file. The data is appended or inserted into a dataset, 
file, or access method table. 

7) Type ··Y<Return>" or ··X<Return>" if you want to 
create a text file describing the data that can be tran
sported to another system. The data description is writ
ten to a text file from a data file that the Base DSD 
references. 
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After you enter the information required and use the "exit action' 
command, the Data Migrator executes. The cursor moves to the 
lower-left corner of the form while the Data Migrator runs. After 
processing is completed. the cursor moves to the menu titled Auxi
liary Utilities. 

Invoking the Data Migrator 
from the Command Line 

The operating-system command file for this utility automatically 
uses the current Format File. 

The command line to invoke the Data Migrator utility is: 

dmigrate [AFfLE] [password] [DSD name] [text file] 
[r or w] 

All of the arguments are required. On the command line you 
must specify for the arguments: 

AFlLE The name of the AFILE that contains the Base 
DSD. 

password 

DSD name 

text file 

r 

7-6 

The AFILE's password, or "none" if the AFILE is 
not password-protected. By default, an AFILE is 
not password-protected. 

The name of the Base DSD that references an 
external data file. 

The name of the text description file that the Data 
Migrator is to either produce from the data, or the 
text file that is to be written to a data file. 

Reconstruct data from a transported text descrip
tion file. The data is created, appended, or 
inserted into a dataset, file, or access method table 
that can be referenced by a Base DSD. 
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The Data Migrator 

To create (write) a text file describing the data that 
can be transported to another system. 

Invocation Example 

dmigrate employee.a personnel datafile-Ix employee.txt w 

This example writes a description of the data in a file referenced 
by the "datafile_fx" Base DSD. The data description is written to 
a text description file (employee. txt) that can be transported to 
another system. The AFLLE named "employee. a" is protected 
with the password "personnel" and contains the "datafile_fx" 
Base DSD. The "w" indicates that the Data Migrator is to write 
a text description file of the data that "datafile_fx" references. 

Data Migrator Error Messages 

The Data Migrator produces an error message if it finds: 

• an incorrect number of command line arguments. 

• no direction for the operation specified (i.e., read or 
write). 

• field attributes in the text file that do not match those 
defined by the given Base DSD. 

• an error in reading a value, premature end of file, or any 
other damage to the text file. 

• the existence of an output text file of the same name. This 
is a warning to prevent the text-writing operation from 
overwriting a file with the same name as the one specified 
for the output text file. Note that the text reading opera
tion does not perform this check. 

End of Chapter 7 
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Chapter 8 
The Macro Utility 

Introduction 

When you are working in an ALLY application, you may often 
use the same series of keystrokes (text or commands). To avoid 
having to repeat keystrokes, you can store them in an ALLY 
macro that you can invoke as a group when you need them again. 
You can create macro files that contain ALLY commands and 
text while you are working within any ALLY application, includ
ing the Dialog. You can then execute all of the keystrokes with a 
single command. 

For example, suppose you frequently repeat several lines of text 
and commands in the course of a particular project. If you define 
a macro that contains these commands and text, whenever you 
invoke the macro, the commands execute and the text is displayed 
on your terminal. 

The Macro Utility (Figure 8-1) allows you to transport macro files 
to different operating systems that run ALLY. The Macro Utility 
also allows you to create an ASCII text version of a macro and to 
edit the ASCII file to change macros without having to redefine 
them. Conversely, the Macro Utility can use these text files to 
create executable macro files. 
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Executable 
Macro 
File ...... 1---

ASCII 
Text File 

Figure 8-1. The Macro Utility 

Invoking the Macro Utility 
from the Dialog 

F002-0SS0-00 

Figure 8-2 shows the location of the Dialog forms and subforms 
you use to invoke the Macro Utility. 
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Figure 8-2. Dialog Path to the Macro Utility 
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Figure 8-3 shows the form for invoking the Macro Utility. 

Fcmua.t File: 

Macro Ut.ility 

{ally}/fcmoa.ts/allyfmt. CD 
Text file: 0 
Macro file: 0 
CaDpile a macro: 0 
Deccmpile a macro: 0 

Figure 8-3. Invoking the Macro Utility 

1) The name of the current Format File is filled in for you. 
Type < Return> to use this file, or, edit or delete the 
displayed name to use a different Format File. 

Enter the following information in the remaining fields: 

2) The name of the text file to compile into a macro or the 
file to create from decompiling a macro. 

The text file must have been decompiled with the Macro 
utility in order to be recompiled. 

3) The name of the file of macro commands. 

4) Enter "Y < Return>" or "X < Return>" if you want to 
compile a macro into a text file. 

5) Enter "Y < Return>" or ""X < Return>" if you want to 
decompile a text file into a macro. 

After you enter the information required and use the "exit action' 
command, the Macro Utility executes. The cursor moves to the 
lower-left corner of the form while the Macro Utility runs. After 
processing is completed, the cursor moves to the menu titled Auxi
liary Utilities. 
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Invoking the Macro Utility 
from the Command Line 

The operating-system command file for this utility automatically 
uses the current Format File. 

The command line to invoke the Macro Utility is: 

mmigrate [input file] [output file] [c or d] 

All of the arguments are required. 

To compile a macro, specify: 

input file The name of the text file previously produced by 
decompiling a macro. 

output file The name of the executable macro file to pro
duce. 

c To compile a text file into a macro file. 

To decompile a macro, specify: 

input file The name of the file of macro commands to 
decompile. 

output file The name of the text file to produce. 

d 
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text file. 
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Invocation Example 

I mmigra.te macfile .me textfile .mt d 

This example decompiles a macro (macfile.me) into a text file 
named "textfile.mt." We have used an ".me" extension to indi
cate a "macro executable" file, and the ... mt" extension to indi
cate a "macro text" file. The "d" indicates that the Macro Utility 
is to decompile the input file. 

Macro Utility Error Messages 

The Macro Utility produces an error message if it finds: 

• an incorrect number of command line arguments 

• an invalid option on the command line 

• an empty input file 

Editing a Decompiled Macro 

If you have stored many commands or text in a macro file and 
want to change the function of the macro, you may find it easier 
to edit the macro, rather than rebuild it. 

To edit a macro, you first need to decompile the macro into an 
ASCII text file. You can then edit the text file to change the way 
the macro functions. Use the Macro Utility again to compile the 
text file back into a macro. 

Before you edit a macro, you need to understand the following 
characteristics of a macro text file: 

8-6 

• The first line of a macro contains a number that represents 
the number of lines in the macro. When a file contains 
several macros, the first line containing the line count 
marks the end of one macro and the beginning of the next. 
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Therefore, if you change the length of a macro by adding 
or deleting lines, you must also update the number in the 
first line . 

• Each ALLY command in the macro is represented by the 
command's mnemonic, and is listed on a separate line. 
Command mnemonics are listed in Appendix B . 

• Each letter of a character string stored in the macro is 
listed on a separate line. For example, if you stored the 
'find' command and the text string "the word," the charac
ter string is stored in the macro as follows: 

t 
h 
e 

w 
o 
r 
d 

This space represents the space 
that was entered between "the" and "word" 

Figure 8-4 shows a sample ASCII text file produced by decompil
ing a macro with the Macro Utility. 

5 Number of lines in the macro 

~ERMINATORY thooses menu choice 2 
PRNTSCRN 'print screen' command mnemonic 
PLAST 'last page' command mnemonic 
PRNTSCRN 'print screen' command mnemonic 

F002-0824-00 

Figure 8-4. Sample Decompiled Macro File 
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When the macro shown above is compiled and executed, the fol
lowing series of events take place: 

1) Menu choice 2 is selected. (The cursor moves to the 
chosen form/report.) 

2) The 'print screen' command is invoked and prints the 
first page of the form/report. 

3) The 'last page' command is invoked and moves the cur
sor to the last page of the form/report. 

4) The 'print screen' command is invoked and prints the last 
page of the form/report. 

If you want to add more commands to your macro file, enter each 
command mnemonic on a separate line. 

If you want to add a text string to your macro, enter each charac
ter in the string on a separate line. If there are spaces between 
words in the text string, separate the words with a blank line by 
typing < Return>. 

You need to keep track of the number of lines you add to or 
delete from your macro file and update the number in the first 
line of the macro file (representing the number of lines in the 
macro) to reflect the changes you have made to the file. 

When you have finished editing the ASCII text file, you can use 
the Macro Utility to compile the file into an executable macro 
that contains the changes you have made. 

End of Chapter 8 
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Utility Command Lines 

This appendix contains a summary of the command lines that you 
use to invoke the ALLY utilities. The command lines are listed 
in alphabetical order. 

The operating-system command file for a utility automatically uses 
the current Format File. You can use a different Format File by 
renaming files. First, preserve a valid Format File by copying the 
original Format File to another file before renaming it. Then 
rename the Format File that you want to use with the Format File 
name that your system is set up to use. 

Some command lines do not require that you specify every argu
ment. However, because the arguments are positional, you must 
provide all of the arguments up to the one you want. This means 
that if you want only the last argument, you must also give a 
value for each argument up to the last one. 

If you need to provide the password or the symbol table file 
parameter, and the AFILE does not have a password or an exter
nal symbol table file, specify '"none." The default value for the 
password and symbol table arguments is '"none," which means 
that the AFILE is not password-protected and has an internal 
symbol table, respectively. 

The way you specify the arguments can be operating-system 
dependent. You can enter the command followed by ""help" 
(e.g., ""acompact help< Return>") to display syntax information 
for your system. 
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The AFILE Compactor 

acompact [input AFILE] [output AFILE] [symbol table file] 
[password] [options] 

Only the first two arguments are required. If you specify "none" 
for the symbol table file argument when the input AFILE has an 
external symbol table, the Compactor restores an internal symbol 
table to the AFILE. 

The Compactor options are: 

d delete disjoint items. 
s suppress statistics. 
v use virtual maps. 

The AFILE Merger 

amerge [master AFILE] [master AFILE password] [second 
AFILE] [second AFILE password] [output AFILE] [symbol 
table file] [output AFILE password] [options] 

You must specify a minimum of the first three arguments if you 
are merging the second AFILE into the master AFILE and the 
second AFILE does not have a password. If you want to create a 
new merged AFILE, you must specify at least the first five argu
ments. 

The Merger options are: 

c suppress compaction of new AFILE. 
d delete disjoint items. 
e suppress entry point merge. 
g suppress global variable and list merge. 
m resolve conflicts with item from master AFILE. 
s suppress statistics from the AFILE Compactor. 
v use virtual maps. 
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The AFILE Message Builder 

newmsg [AFILE] [options] [text file(s)] [password] [symbol 
table file] [trunk AFILE] 

You are required to specify the name of the message AFILE, at 
least one option ("I", .om", or "u"), and the name of the text 
file. The rest of the arguments default to: 

• password = none (not password-protected) 
• symbol table file = none (internal symbol table) 
• trunk AFILE = the installed Dialog AFILE 

The Message Builder options are: 

load text file(s) to create a new message AFILE. 

m merge text file(s) into an existing AFILE. 

u unload messages from an AFILE into a text file, making 
"error" the default message type. 

b background highlighting, blinking. 

h when combined with the "u" option, all messages default 
to "help" type. 

background highlighting, altered intensity. 

n background highlighting, underlining. 

v background highl ighting, reverse video. 

w wrap text in output file, rather than fully formatting lines 
and exceeding eighty columns. You can use this option 
only when you also specify the "u" option to unload an 
AFILE. 
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The AFILE Migrator 

amigrate [input file] [output file] [symbol table or pass
word] [r or w] [v] 

All of the arguments except the final one are required. Specify 
one of the following: 

r to reconstruct an AFILE from a transportable file; the 
preceding argument is the name of the AFILE's external 
symbol table file, or '"none." 

When you are reconstructing an AFILE, you can specify the fol
lowing option as the final argument: 

v use virtual maps. It is useful when your machine has lim
ited memory. 

w to write (create) a transportable file from an AFILE; the 
preceding argument is the AFILE's password or '"none." 

The AFILE Script Writer 

ascript [input AFILE1 [output text file1 [password1 [options] 

All of the arguments are required, because you must specify at 
least one option. 

The Script Writer options are: 

b create a brief Script Writer report. 

c describe all AFILE items of one type (category), fol
lowed by the name of the item type. A detailed report is 
produced. 

d create a detailed Script Writer report. 
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f describe only one item of an AFILE (followed by the 
name of the item). A detailed report is produced. 

g describe the global items contained in the first block of 
the AFILE. A detailed report is produced. 

s include security items in a detailed report. 

t create a file that contains tables of the AFILE charac
teristics, in addition to producing a detailed report. 

The Data Migrator 

dmigrate [AFILE] [password] [DSD name] [text file] 
[r or w] 

All of the arguments are required. The final argument is one of 
the following: 

r to read a text file, and to create or insert a data area that 
can. be referenced by a Base DSD (named in the" DSD 
name" argument). 

w to write (create) a text file from a data file referenced by 
a Base DSD (named in the "'DSD name" argument). 

The Macro Utility 

mmigrate [input file] [output file] [e or d] 

All of the arguments are required. The final argument is one of 
the following: 

c to compile a text file into a file of executable macro com
mands. 

d to decompile a file of executable macro commands into a 
text file. 

End of Appendix A 
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Appendix B 
ALLY Command Mnemonics 

Mnemonic 

abortaction 
abortappl 
aborttask 
addnl 

bdelete 
bol 
bottom 
box 
budmode 

c1rcasesens 
c1rdrawmode 
cI rovertype 
c1rpwrtype 
commit 
compresswdw 
cpfrombuf 
cptobuf 
ctrlchar 

definewdw 
defmacro 
delbol 
deleol 
delline 
delrec 
deltomark 
delword 
down 
down page 
dupdate 

UP-1250B 

Command 

Abort action 
Abort application 
Abort task 
Add new line 

Back delete 
Beginning of line 
Bottom 
Box 
Browse/update/delete mode 

Clear case sensitive 
Clear draw mode 
Clear overtype 
Clear powertype 
Commit 
Compress window 
Copy from buffer 
Copy to buffer 
Enter control character 

Define window 
Define macro 
D<!lete to beginning of line 
Delete to end of line 
Delete line 
Delete current record 
Delete to mark 
Delete word 
Down 
Down page 
Deferred update 
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Appendix B 

Mnemonic Command 

eol End of line 
exemac Execute macro 
exemacf Execute macro from file 
exitaction Exit action 
exitappl Exit application 
exittask Exit task 
expandwdw Expand window 
explodewdw Explode window 

fdelete Forward delete 
fuome First field 
find Find 
findanddel Find and delete 
finsnext Insert first record in next group 
f1ast Last field 
f1istval Move to list of values 
fnext Next field 
fpickval Pick from list of values 
fprev Previous field 
frfunction Invoke local function 

glblreplace Global replace 

hightomark Highlight to mark 
hightypeset Set highlight type 
home Home 
homemch Home area 

ignore Ignore 
insafter Insert record after 
insbefore Insert record before 
insertline Insert line 

jumptomark Jump to mark 

khelp Help 
kmpprint Print menu 
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ALL Y Command Mnemonics 

Mnemonic Command 

Idtomark Line draw to mark 
left Left 
loadmacros Load macros 

macfmfile Macro from fi Ie 
mactofile Macro to file 
mark Set mark 
menu Function key choice 
movewdw Move window 

nextline Next line 
nextmch Next area 
nextword Next word 

overlayblk Overlay block 

pall Print all 
phome First page 
pickfield Copy to field-buffer 
picktask Pick task 
plast Last page 
pnext Next page 
ppage Print page 
pprev Previous page 
prest Print rest 
prevmch Previous area 
prevmenu Previous menu 
prntvnum Print version number 
prevword Previous word 
prhome First display area 
prlast Last display area 
prnext Next display area 
prntscrn Print screen 
prompt Prompt line 
prprev Previous display area 
putfield Copy from field-buffer 
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8-4 

Mnemonic 

qbe 
query 
qwhere 

readfile 
redraw 
refresh 
removeblk 
replace 
resizewdw 
rghome 
rglast 
rgnext 
rgprev 
rhome 
right 
rlast 
rnext 
roamfirst 
roam last 
rollback 
rprev 

save 
savemacros 
scrollwdw 
select 
setcasesens 
setdelaycnt 
setdrawmode 
setovertype 
setpwrtype 
setrptcnt 
shell 

Command 

Query by example 
Execute query 
Query by where clause 

Read from fi Ie 
Redraw 
Refresh 
Remove block 
Replace 
Resize window 
First group 
Last group 
Next group 
Previous group 
First record 
Right 
Last record 
Next record 
First area 
Last area 
Rollback 
Previous record 

Save 
Save macros 
Scroll window 
Choose from roam area 
Set case sensitive 
Pause 
Set draw mode 
Set overtype 
Set powertype 
Set repeat count 
Go to OS command line processor 
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Mnemonic 

task 
terminator 
togcasesens 
togdrawmode 
toggletask 
togovertype 
togpwrtype 
top 
topmenu 
turtleclear 
turtlehl 
turtleld 

uldtomark 
uldturtle 
unbox 
undelline 
undelrec 
undelword 
up 
uppage 

windone 
windown 
winleft 
winright 
winup 
writefile 

UP-1250B 

ALL Y Command Mnemonics 

Command 

Start task 
Choose from prompt line 
Toggle case sensitive 
Toggle draw mode 
Toggle task 
Toggle overtype 
Toggle powertype 
Top 
First menu 
Clear turtle 
Highlight with turtle 
Line draw with turtle 

Erase line draw 
Erase line draw with turtle 
Unbox 
Undelete line 
Undelete record 
Undelete word 
Up 
Up page 

Window-action 
Window down 
Window left 
Window right 
Window up 
Write to file 

End of Appendix B 
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Appendix C 
ASCII Character Codes 

~ ~ 
#"".. ~ ,,0 ~ ~ ,~ " .. ~ #~ 

~" ~'~~ ~ ~('\'\"o() ~ ~~'t1 ttl 
v v~'t1 ~,<,.'~~\~ 0 d'<1 v~ ~,~~~~" or}l +" 
@ NUL 00000000 000 000 00 @ 01000000 100 064 40 
A SOH 00000001 001 001 01 A 01000001 101 065 41 
B 5TX 00000010 002 002 02 B 01000010 102 066 42 
C ETX 00000011 003 003 03 C 01000011 103 067 43 
0 EOT 00000100 004 004 04 0 01000100 104 068 44 
E ENQ 00000101 005 005 05 E 01000101 105 069 45 
F ACK 00000110 006 006 06 F 01000110 106 070 46 
G BEL 00000111 007 007 07 G 01000111 107 071 47 
H BS 00001000 010 008 08 H 01001000 110 072 48 
I HT 00001001 011 009 09 I 01001001 111 073 49 
J LF 00001010 012 010 OA J 01001010 112 074 4A 
K VT 00001011 013 011 08 K 01001011 113 075 4B 
L FF 00001100 014 012 OC L 01001100 114 076 4C 
M CR 00001101 015 013 00 M 01001101 115 on 40 
N SO 00001110 016 014 OE N 01001110 116 078 4E 
0 51 00001111 017 015 OF 0 01001111 117 079 4F 
P OLE 00010000 020 016 10 P 01010000 120 080 50 
a OCl 00010001 021 017 11 a 01010001 121 081 51 
R OC2 00010010 022 018 12 R 01010010 122 082 52 
5 0C3 00010011 023 019 13 5 01010011 123 083 53 
T OC4 00010100 024 020 14 T 01010100 124 084 54 
U NAK 00010101 025 021 15 U 01010101 125 085 55 
V 5YN 00010110 026 022 16 V 01010110 126 086 :;6 
w ETB 00010111 027 023 17 W 01010111 127 087 57 
X CAN 00011000 030 024 18 X 01011000 130 088 58 
Y EM 00011001 031 025 19 Y 01011001 131 089 59 
Z SUB 00011010 032 026 lA Z 01011010 132 090 5A 
( ESC 000.11011 033 027 lB ( 01011011 133 091 5B 
\ F5 00011100 034 028 lC \ 01011100 134 092 5C 
I G5 00011101 035 029 10 I 01011101 135 093 50 
1\ AS 00011110 036 030 lE 1\ 01011110 136 094 5E 

US 00011111 037 031 IF 01011111 137 095 5F 
5P 00100000 040 032 20 01100000 140 096 60 
I 00100001 041 033 21 a 01100001 141 097 61 

00100010 042 034 22 b 01100010 142 098 62 
# 00100011 043 035 23 c 01100011 143 099 63 
$ 00100100 044 036 24 d 01100100 144 100 64 
% 00100101 045 037 25 e 01100101 145 101 65 
.tI. 00100110 046 038 26 , 01100110 146 102 66 . 

00100111 047 039 27 01100111 147 103 67 9 
00101000 050 040 28 h 01101000 150 104 68 
00101001 051 041 29 I 01101001 151 105 69 
00101010 052 042 2A j 01101010 152 106 6A 
00101011 053 043 2B k 01101011 153 107 6B 
00101100 054 044 2C I 01101100 154 108 6C 
00101101 055 045 20 m 01101101 155 109 60 
00101110 056 046 2E n 01101110 156 110 6E 

I 00101111 057 047 2F 0 01101111 157 111 6F 
0 00110000 060 048 30 P 01110000 160 112 70 
1 00110001 061 049 31 q 01110001 161 113 71 
2 00110010 062 050 32 r 01110010 162 114 72 
3 00110011 063 051 33 8 01110011 163 115 73 
4 00110100 064 052 34 t 01110100 164 116 74 
5 00110101 065 053 35 u 01110101 165 117 75 
6 00110110 066 054 36 v 01110110 166 118 76 
7 00110111 067 055 37 w 01110111 167 119 77 
8 00111000 070 056 38 x 01111000 170 120 78 
9 00111001 071 057 39 01111001 171 121 79 

00111010 072 058 3A 01111010 172 122 7A 
00111011 073 059 3B 01111011 173 123 7B 
00111100 074 060 3C 01111100 174 124 7C 
00111101 075 061 3D 01111101 175 125 70 

> 00111110 076 062 3E 01111110 176 126 7E 
? 00111111 077 063 3F DEL 01111111 177 127 7F 
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Index 

AFILE characteristics tables option, 
AFILE Script Writer, 5-19 

AFILE Compactor utility, 2-1 
delete disjoint items option, 2-2, 2-3, 
2-8 

error messages, 2-9 
invoking from the command line, 
2-7, A-2 

invoking from the Dialog, 2-5 
options, 2-2 

delete disjoint items, 2-2, 2-3, 2-8 
suppress statistics, 2-2, 2-3, 2-8 
use virtual maps, 2-3, 2-4, 2-8 

statistics, 2-3 
suppress statistics option, 2-2, 2-3, 
2-8 

use virtual maps option, 2-3, 2-4, 2-8 
AFILE Merger utility, 3-1, 3-8 

delete disjoint items option, 3-3, 3-8 
error messages, 3-9 
invoking from the command line, 
3-7, A-2 

invoking from the Dialog, 3-4 
operation, 3-2 
options, 3-3 

delete disjoint items, 3-3, 3-8 
resolve conflicts with item from 
master AFILE, 3-3, 3-8 

suppress compaction, 3-3, 3-8 
suppress Compactor statistics, 3-3, 
3-8 

suppress entry point merge, 3-3, ~-8 
suppress global variable and list 
merge, 3-3, 3-8 

use virtual maps, 3-3, 3-8 
resolve conflicts with item from 
master AFILE option, 3-3, 3-8 

suppress compaction option, 3-3, 3-8 
suppress Compactor statistics option, 
3-3,3-8 

suppress entry point merge option, 
3-3, 3-8 

suppress global variable and list 
merge option, 3-3, 3-8 

use virtual maps option, 3-3, 3-8 
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AFILE Message Builder utility, 4-1, 
4-15, 4-16 
altered intensity option, 4-16 
background highlighting, 4-9 
background highlighting options, 
4-10,4-11,4-16 
altered intensity, 4-16 
blink, 4-15 

blink highlighting option, 4-15 
create message AFILE option, 
4-9, 4-15 

directives, 4-2, 4-5, 4-6 
error messages, 4-17 
help message type option, 4-16 
highlight directives, 4-5 
invoking from the command line, 
4-15, A-3 

invoking from the Dialog, 4-11 
line-draw directives, 4-5 
merge option, 4-9, 4-15 
options, 4-9, 4-15 

altered intensity highlighting, 4-16 
background highlighting, 4-9, 4-15, 
blink highlighting, 4-15 
create message AFILE, 4-9, 
4-15 

load, 4-9, 4-15 
merge text file into AFILE, 4-9, 
4-15 

reverse video highlighting, 4-16 
underline highlighting, 4-16 
unload, 4-10, 4-15 
unload as help message, 4-16 
wrap text, 4-10, 4-16 

reverse video highlighting option, 
4-16 

text file rules, 4-2 
underline highlighting option, 4-16 
unload option, 4-10, 4-15 
unload as help message option, 
4-10, 4-15 

wrap text option, 4-10, 4-16 
AFILE Migrator utility, 6-1, 6-6, 6-7 

create transportable AFILE, 6-5 
6-6 
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Index 

error messages, 6-8 
invoking from the command line, 
6-5, A-4 

invoking from the Dialog, 6-2 
option 

use virtual maps, 6-6 
text reading operation, 6-1 
text writing operation, 6-1 
use virtual maps option, 6-6 

AFILE Script Writer reports, 5-2 
AFILE Script Writer utility, 5-1, 5-6 
5-18,5-19 
AFILE characteristics tables 
option, 5-19 

brief report, 5-2 
brief report option, 5-13, 5-18 
characteristics tables, 5-9 
characteristices tables option, 
5-13,5-19 

control characters, 5-2 
describe a single item option, 5-13, 
5-18 

describe global information option, 
5-6,5-13,5-19 

describe one type of item option, 
5-14,5-18 

describe security items option, 5-13 
5-19 

detailed report, 5-5 
detailed report option, 5-13, 5-18 
directory listing, 5-7 
error messages, 5-20 
invoking from the command line, 
5-18, A-4 

invoking from the Dialog, 5-15 
item types for, 5-14 
items in characteristics tables, 5-9 
options, 5-13, 5-18 

create a detailed report, 5-13, 
5-18 

describe a single item, 5-13, 
5-18 

describe global information, 5-6, 
5-13, 5-19 

describe one type of item, 5-14 
5-18 

describe security items, 5-13, 
5-19 

i-2 

produce AFILE characteristics 
tables, 5-13, 5-19 

reports, 5-2 
ALLY command mnemonics, B-1 
Altered intensity highlighting option, 
AFILE Message Builder, 4-16 

Background highlighting 
messages, 4-9 
options, AFILE Message Builder, 
4-9,4-15 

Blink highlighting option, AFILE 
Message Builder, 4-15 

Boldface, p-3 
Brackets, p-3 
Brief report, AFILE Script Writer, 5-2 
5-13,5-18 

Characteristics tables, AFILE Script 
Writer, 5-9, 5-13, 5-19 

Command line, help, 1-2, A-I 
Compactor utility, see AFILE 
Compactor, 2-1 

Compile a macro, Macro Utility, 8-5 
Conventions, p-3 
Create a transportable AFILE, AFILE 
Migrator, 6-6 

Create message AFILE, AFILE 
Message Builder, 4-9, 4-15 

Cursor block, highlighting, 4-8 

Data Migrator utility, 7-1, 7-6, 7-7 
error messages, 7-7 
invoking from the command line, 
7-6, A-5 

invoking from the Dialog, 7-3 
reconstruct data from text file, 7-6 
text reading operation, 7-3 
text writing operation, 7-2 
write text data description file, 7-7 

Decompile a macro, Macro Utility, 8-5 
Delete disjoint items option 

AFILE Compactor, 2-2, 2-3, 2-8 
AFILE Merger, 3-3, 3-8 

Describe a single item option, AFILE 
Script Writer, 5-13, 5-18 

Describe global information option, 
AFILE Script Writer, 5-6, 5-13, 5-19 
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Describe one type of item option, 
AFILE Script Writer, 5-14, 5-18 

Describe security items option, AFILE 
Script Writer, 5-13, 5-19 

Detailed report, AFILE Script Writer, 
5-5 

Detailed report option, AFILE Script 
Writer, 5-13, 5-18 

Directives, AFILE Message Builder, 
4-2, 4-5, 4-6 

Directory listing, AFILE Script Writer, 
5-7 

Double quotes, p-3 

Editing a decompiled macro, 8-6 
Environment variables, 1-5 
Error messages 

AFILE Compactor, 2-9 
AFILE Merger, 3-9 
AFILE Message Builder, 4-17 
AFILE Migrator, 6-8 
AFILE Script Writer, 5-20 
Data Migrator, 7-7 
Format File, 1-4 
Macro Utility, 8-6 

File, Format, 1-2 
Format File directives, AFILE 
Message Builder, 4-2 

Format File error messages, 1-4 
Format File, 1-2 

Global information, AFILE Script 
Writer 
items, 5-6 
options, 5-6,5-13,5-19 

Help and error message highlighting 
background video, 4-9 
directives, 4-5 

Help, command line, 1-2, A-I 
Highlight and line-draw directives, 
message text, 4-5-4-8 

Highlight directives, AFILE Message 
Builder, 4-5, 4-6 
cursor block, 4-8 
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Invocation from the command line 
AFILE Compactor, 2-7, A-2 
AFILE Merger, 3-7, A-2 
AFILE Message Builder, 4-15, A-3 
AFILE Migrator, 6-5, A-4 
AFILE Script Writer, 5-18, A-4 
Data Migrator, 7-6, A-5 
Macro Utility, 8-5, A-5 
summary information, A-I 

Invocation from the Dialog 
AFILE Compactor, 2-5 
AFILE Merger, 3-4 
AFILE Message Builder, 4-11 
AFILE Migrator, 6-2 
AFILE Script Writer, 5-15 
Data Migrator, 7-3 
Macro Utility, 8-2 

Invoking utilities, 1-2 
Item types for AFILE Script Writer, 
5-14 

Items in characteristics tables, AFILE 
Script Writer, 5-9 

Line-draw directives, AFILE Message 
Builder, 4-5, 4-6 

Macro file, editing a decompiled, 8-6 
Macro Utility, 8-1, 8-5 

compile a macro, 8-5 
decompile a macro, 8-5 
error messages, 8-6 
invoking from the command line, 
8-5, A-5 

invoking from the Dialog, 8-2 
Merge operation, AFILE Merger, 3-2 
Merge option, AFILE Message 
Builder, 4-9, 4-15 

Merger, see AFILE Merger, 3-1 
Message Builder, see AFILE Message 
Builder, 4-1 

Message directives, highlight and 
line draw, 4-5, 4-6 

Message highlighting, background, 4-9 
Mnemonics, for ALLY commands, 
B-1 
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Operating system environment 
variables, 1-5 

Options 
AFILE Compactor, 2-2 

delete disjoint items, 2-2, 2-3, 2-8 
suppress statistics, 2-2, 2-3, 2-8 
use virtual maps, 2-3, 2-4, 2-8 

AFILE Merger, 3-3 
delete disjoint items, 3-3, 3-8 
resolve conflicts with item from 
master AFILE, 3-3, 3-8 

suppress compaction, 3-8 
option, 3-3 

suppress entry point merge, 3-3, 3-8 
suppress global variable and list 
merge, 3-3, 3-8 

use virtual maps, 3-3, 3-8 
AFILE Message Builder, 4-9 

altered intensity highlighting, 4-16 
background highlighting, 4-10, 4-11 
background highlighting options, 
4-10, 4-15 
altered intensity, 4-16 
blink,4-15 
reverse video, 4-16 
underline, 4-16 

blink highlighting, 4-15 
create message AFILE, 4-9, 4-15 
merge text file into AFILE, 4-9, 
4-15 

reverse video highlighting, 4-16 
underline highlighting, 4-16 
unload as help messages, 4-16 
unload, 4-10, 4-15 
wrap text, 4-10, 4-16 

AFILE Migrator 
create a transportable AFILE, 
6-5,6-6 
reconstruct an AFILE, 6-7 
use virtual maps, 6-6 

AFILE Script Writer, 5-13 
create a detailed report, 5-18 
describe a single item, 5-13, 5-18 
describe global information, 5-6, 
5-13, 5-19 

describe one type of item, 5-14 
5-18 
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describe security items, 5-13 
5-19 

produce AFILE characteristics 
tables, 5-19 

Data Migrator 
reconstruct data from text file, 
7-6 

write text data description file, 
7-7 

Reconstruct an AFTLE, AFILE 
Migrator, 6-7 

Reconstruct data from text file, Data 
Migrator, 7-6 

Reports, AFILE Script Writer, 5-2 
Resolve conflicts with item from 
master AFILE option, AFILE 
Merger, 3-3, 3-8 

Reverse video option, AFILE Message 
Builder, 4-16 

Script Writer, see AFILE Script 
Writer, 5-1 

Single quotes, p-3 
Square brackets, p-3 
Statistics, AFILE Compactor, 2-3 
Suppress compaction option, AFILE 
Merger, 3-3, 3-8 

Suppress Compactor statistics option, 
AFILE Merger, 3-3, 3-8 

Suppress entry point merge option, 
AFILE Merger, 3-3, 3-8 

Suppress global variable and list merge 
option, AFILE Merger, 3-3, 3-8 

Suppress statistics option, AFILE 
Compactor, 2-2, 2-3, 2-8 

Symbol table, 1-5 

Text file rules, AFILE Message 
Builder, 4-2 

Text reading operation 
AFILE Migrator, 6-1 
Data Migrator, 7-3 

Text writing operation 
AFILE Migrator, 6-1 
Data Migrator, 7-2 
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Underline highlighting option, AFILE 
Message Builder, 4-16 

Unload message AFILE, AFILE 
Message Builder, 4-10, 4-15 

Unload as help messages, AFILE 
Message Builder, 4-16 

Unload option, AFILE Message 
Builder, 4-10 

Use virtual maps option 
AFILE Compactor, 2-3, 2-4, 2-8 
AFILE Merger, 3-3, 3-8 
AFILE Migrator, 6-6 

Utilities 
AFILE Compactor, 2-1 
AFILE Merger, 3-1 
AFILE Message Builder, 4-1 
AFILE Migrator, 6-1 
AFILE Script Writer, 5-1 
Data Migrator, 7-1 
invoking, 1-2 
Macro Utility, 8-1 

Wrap text option, AFILE Message 
Builder, 4-10, 4-16 

Write text data description file, 
Data Migrator, 7-7 
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